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1

ABSTRACT

2

Background

3

Medication labels are often the only information available to patients after obtaining medication

4

from the pharmacy or other healthcare practitioners. Inappropriately designed medicine labelling

5

contributes to poor interpretation and improper use, which could adversely affect patient health

6

outcomes. In developing countries, pictograms (pictures representing words or phrases), on

7

medicine labels tend to support patients’ ability to read, understand and recall information.

8
9

Objective

10

This comparative study examined low-literate participants’ interpretation of ‘text-and-pictogram’

11

instructions versus ‘routine text-only’ instructions relative to the intended medicine use

12

instructions on an oral rehydration (OR) dry mixture sachet in public sector Community Health

13

Centres (CHCs) in Cape Town.

14
15

Method

16

CHCs, (n=4) from Tygerberg (Cape Town) sub-district were recruited. Two trained data collectors

17

recruited participants from the paediatric section’s waiting area. Participants were either shown an

18

OR medicine label containing both “text-and-pictograms” (experimental group) and one

19

containing “routine text-only” (control group) instructions. Data regarding understanding of six

20

instructions for use on the medicine label were recorded. Responses were scored according to a 3-

21

point Likert scale and compared for each question, to calculate which of the experimental or

22

control group answered better. Responses to the questions to explain the observed deviation

23

between the participant interpretation of the label and the intended message of the label, was noted.

24

Responses were recorded and transcribed. Open-ended questions regarding label interpretation and

25

preference were thematically analysed.
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26

Results

27

A total of 132 participants were recruited of which 67 were allocated to the experimental group

28

and 65 were allocated to the control group. Most of the participants were female (92,67%). The

29

average age of the participants was 28 years.

30
31

From the six questions that compared the understanding of the experimental and control

32

participants, two contained pictograms that could aid understanding of the experimental group.

33

One of these questions showed a statistically significant association between the experimental and

34

control groups in understanding (P = 0.000). A sub analysis investigating text was done to

35

determine trends in the accurate interpretation of text on the medicine labels. This analysis showed

36

that larger font size, text surrounded by white space and bold font tended to increase readability

37

and understanding of medicine instructions on the labels.

38
39

The majority of experimental participants found the pictograms on the label helpful to their

40

understanding of the medicine instructions. Almost two-thirds of the experimental group (64,00%)

41

indicated that they did not find it difficult to understand the “text-and-pictogram” label, compared

42

to a third of the control group (32,00%) response to the “routine text-only” label. About a third

43

(33,00%) of control participants reported that the reason they did not understand the medicine

44

instructions was that they could not find it on the label (poor readability). The most common

45

suggestion by both groups (36,00%) on how to improve understanding of medicine labels was to

46

add pictures to it.

47
48

Conclusion

49

Text-and- pictogram medicine information was interpreted better than text only medicine labels in

50

terms of interpreting a single pictogram. The use of large font size, bold text and white space had

51

a positive impact on the identification of text on medicine labels. Pictograms may be an effective

52

tool to aid understanding of medicine use instructions. Medicine labels with pictograms that are

53

explained to patients should be encouraged for medicines dispensed at CHCs.
ii
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223

Chapter 1: Introduction

224
225

1.1 Background

226

Medication errors can be defined as a failure in the treatment process that leads to, or has the

227

potential to cause harm to the patient (Aronson, 2009). Medication errors can arise through an

228

incorrect prescription, discrepancies between prescribed and dispensed medication regimens,

229

poor adherence and lack of patient education (Pouliot et al., 2018). An examination of all

230

United States of America (USA) death certificates spanning a period from 1979 to 2006 showed

231

that, of 62 million death certificates, almost a quarter-million deaths occurred in a hospital setting

232

due to medication errors (Phillips and Barker, 2010). Similarly, inappropriate use of prescribed

233

medications due to low literacy or lack of understanding of medication use instructions can

234

result in similar consequences, which are largely preventable (Kheir et al., 2014).

235
236

Patient literacy refers to the ability to read or write and is viewed as a key outcome of education

237

by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in the

238

UNESCO 2006 Education for All Global Monitoring Report (UNESCO, 2006). Medication

239

literacy is the degree to which individuals can obtain, comprehend, communicate, calculate and

240

process patient-specific information about their medications to make informed medication and

241

health decisions in order to safely and effectively use their medications, regardless of the mode by

242

which the content is delivered, e.g. written, oral and visual (Pouliot et al., 2018). Health literacy is

243

defined as the degree to which individuals can obtain, process, understand, and communicate about

244

health-related information which is needed to make informed health decisions (Berkman et al.,

245

2010).

246
247

According to the UNESCO 2019 Global Education Monitoring Report, the global adult literacy

248

rate in 2017 was 86,00%, with the sub-Saharan Africa literacy rate at only 65,00% (UNESCO,

249

2019). Low patient literacy, in turn, is associated with ineffective use of medicine (Banstola, 2012),

1
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250

poor health outcomes, reduced adherence to drug therapy and increased hospitalizations and

251

healthcare cost (Wasserman et al., 2010).

252
253

Medication literacy has become a major topic of discussion and research interest since a report on

254

health literacy was released by the American Medical Association (AMA) in 1999 (Montagne,

255

2013). However, patient understanding and recall of medication information is not a new focus of

256

research. The AMA has shown that patient understanding and recall are related to how easy it is

257

to read and understand medication information materials, and patient proﬁciency in these areas

258

is typically fair to poor (Montagne, 2013). This situation becomes worse when there is low

259

health literacy (Barros et al., 2014).

260
261

For effective medical treatment of disease, it is important to be able to interpret and understand

262

medicine information. People with low literacy, who are not able to interpret and understand

263

medicine information have poorer rates of health service use and poorer health outcomes than

264

people with higher health literacy (Berkman et al., 2011). They have a poorer ability to

265

demonstrate taking medications properly and interpret medication labels and health messages

266

(Berkman et al., 2011).

267
268

Information pertaining to medication can be presented to the patient verbally (e.g. during the

269

counseling process) and / or in a written format (e.g. via the medication label and / or other

270

written resources). It is important that this information is presented in a way that is easily

271

understood by the patient, as the patient will be better inclined to appreciate the need for

272

adhering to the treatment. One of the risk factors that may predispose patients to non-

273

adherence is the low retention of verbal information from patient counselling. Recalling of

274

treatment information is a prerequisite for patients’ adherence (Linn et al., 2013).

275
276

The International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP) is in official relations with the World Health

277

Organization (WHO) (Barros et al., 2014). They have highlighted the promise of the use of
2
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278

pictograms by developing a program that provides information on pictograms in an effort to

279

offer healthcare professionals a way of communicating medication instructions to patients in

280

cases where language barriers occur (Kheir et al., 2014). Pictograms are United States

281

Pharmacopeia (USP) pictograms are standardized graphic images which were created to convey

282

precautions, medication instructions and / or warnings to patients (USP, 2019). Pictograms are

283

most effective when accompanied by verbal instructions (Kheir et al., 2014).

284
285

1.2 Problem statement

286

Problem statement

287

With the shortage of health care professionals at the CHCs in South Africa, effectively less

288

resource and time is spent on patient counselling (WHO, 2008). With limited medicine information

289

conveyed to the patient during counselling, understanding the information on the medicine label

290

thus becomes critical to the safe and effective use of medication (Kheir et al., 2014; Davis et al.,

291

2006). However, written patient information is often too complicated to understand and this

292

problem is exacerbated in low-literacy patients (Kheir et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2010).

293
294

1.3 Motivation and rationale for study

295

In the past ten years (2008 to 2018), the South African unemployment rate has increased from

296

21,50% to almost 28,00% (Statistics South Africa, 2008; Statistics South Africa, 2019a), with the

297

unemployment rate in Cape Town at 23,90% (Statistics South Africa, 2011). According to the

298

Living Conditions Survey (LCS) 2014 / 2015 approximately half (49,20%) of the adult population

299

in South Africa were living below the upper-bound poverty line (UBPL) (Statistics South Africa,

300

2019b). In Cape Town, nearly 47,00% of the households live on less than R 3 200 per month

301

(Statistics South Africa, 2011). Poverty forces people to live in environments that make them sick

302

and where they do not have decent shelter, clean water or adequate sanitation, resulting in ill-health

303

(WHO, 2019).

304

3
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305

With the issues of poverty in South Africa, comes a very high disease burden with one of the

306

world’s

307

immu no defic ie nc y vir us ( HIV) (Statistics South Africa, 2018). In the underserved

308

communities, communicable diseases like diarrhoea is one of the leading causes of death in

309

children ages 0 to 4 years (Statistics South Africa, 2016). According to South Africa’s under-five

310

mortality report, diarrhoeal disease accounted for the highest (21,00%) single cause of death

311

registered during 2007 (Nannan et al., 2012). Oral rehydration (OR) treatment is mainstay therapy

312

for diarrhoeal disease (National Department of Health, 2017). An OR solution can be made by

313

dissolving sugar and salt in clean water (National Department of Health, 2017). At the local

314

primary healthcare level, carers for children with diarrhoea receive OR sachets with instructions on

315

how the dry ingredients could be reconstituted in the home.

largest

population

of

people

living

with

infect io n

of

t he

human

316
317

South Africa, in common with many developing countries still has significant literacy problems

318

with an adult literacy rate (age 35 to 64) of 79,30% (Statistics South Africa, 2017). Because

319

medicine labelling is being viewed as a major cause of medication taken incorrectly and adverse

320

health outcomes, healthcare centres have turned their attention to supporting patients’ ability to

321

read and understand health information by improving the quality of medicine labelling with

322

incorporating pictograms (Kheir et al., 2014). Pictograms, which are pictorial symbols for a word

323

or phrase, can replace written instructions and can be used to represent information about

324

medication, doses, precautions, and warnings (Banstola, 2012) and in lower middle-income

325

economy countries like India, they support patients’ ability to understand information (Joshi and

326

Kothiyal, 2011) and adhere to the medicine regimen (Braich et al., 2011). The beneﬁts of including

327

pictures in medicines information have been reported by Mansoor and Dowse within South Africa

328

and internationally by Joshi and Kothiyal, Braich and colleagues, and Houts and colleagues (Houts

329

et al., 2006; Mansoor and Dowse, 2007; Joshi and Kothiyal, 2011; Braich et al., 2011). Most of

330

the South African studies tested the use of pictograms on the medicine label and patient

331

information leaflet (PIL) with isiXhosa and other South African language groups as the target

332

research groups. South Africa is a country with many different cultures and 11 official languages
4
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333

and one cannot generalize the use of pictograms in different cultural populations (Kanji et al.,

334

2018).

335
336

In Cape Town, with the majority of the population speaking Afrikaans (34,90%), isiXhosa

337

(29,20%) and English (27,80%), (Statistics South Africa, 2011) the information on the OR dry

338

mixture pack issued by the CHCs, is usually written in English and Afrikaans. Patients’

339

understanding of medicine labels is based on their language, however in government healthcare

340

facilities, medicine instructions in English and Afrikaans may not necessarily match the patient’s

341

preference. This poses a further problem if the patient has limited literacy skills. Therefore,

342

culturally sensitive pictograms may serve as a useful aid to promote understanding of medicine

343

use, independent of language.

344
345

Pictograms have the benefits of a positive inﬂuence on comprehension and acceptability of

346

information, (Dowse et al., 2011) constitute a more “universal language” than text, minimize

347

the amount of reading, clarify information and improve adherence to prescribed regimens

348

(Kheir et al., 2014) .

349
350

1.4 Primary aim and objectives

351

The primary aim of this study was to compare the difference in interpretation of OR medication

352

labels with “text-and-pictogram” instructions, with labels containing “routine text-only”

353

instructions, among patients attending public sector CHCs in Cape Town. In order to reach this

354

goal, the following objectives needed to be achieved:

355
356
357

1. Conduct a literature review about the benefits and use of pictograms in pharmaceutical care
of underserved patients.

358

2. Compare participant interpretation of “text and-pictogram” versus “routine text-only”

359

medication labels relative to the intended medicine use instructions on OR pre-packed dry

360

ingredients.
5
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361

1.5 Research questions

362

1. What does the literature say regarding the use of pictograms to aid patients in their understanding

363

of medicine information?

364

2. How might pictograms assist participants attending CHCs understand the information of the

365

medicine label?

366
367

1.6 Methodology

368

The research methodology and procedures that were followed in the study are presented in chapter

369

three. This chapter includes details of the study setting, sampling, data collection, data analysis

370

and ethical considerations.

371
372

1.7 Summary of chapters

373

The current thesis comprises five more chapters presented as follows:

374
375

Chapter 2 examines nine intervention studies which were conducted in English among low

376

literacy patients, and focused on the use of pictograms, (with or without text or verbal counselling)

377

on medicine labels, PILs and other forms of presentation.

378
379

Chapter 3 outlines the methodology and procedures followed during the data collection and

380

analysis phases of this study.

381
382

Chapter 4 presents the results of the research findings. It includes demographic and socio-

383

economic information of the participants, responses to questions regarding the label, responses to

384

questions asked to explain observed deviation between participant interpretation of the label and

385

intended message of the label, and two sub-analyses.

386
387

Chapter 5 presents the discussion of the study findings.

6
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388

Chapter 6 concludes the study findings and makes recommendations for practice and further

389

research.

7
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390

Chapter 2: Systematic Literature Review

391
392

2.1 Introduction

393

Studies show that 40,00% to 80,00% of verbal explanations provided by healthcare practitioners

394

to patients about the use of medicines, is forgotten immediately (Kessels, 2003). Patients are reliant

395

on tangible visual aids to recall medicine information instructions. Medicine labels and PILs serve

396

as communication tools, especially when patients have minimum contact with healthcare

397

professionals. Written medication information on labels and PILs is often difficult to read and

398

understand due to the technical nature of the language that is used (Wallace et al., 2008). Literacy

399

is defined as the ability to read and write and illiteracy is defined as inability to read or write, by

400

the Oxford dictionary (Oxford Dictionaries, 2019). Low literacy is a low level of ability to read

401

and write.

402
403

Patients’ inability to either remember medication information or to read the medication label due

404

to low literacy, leads to inappropriate use of medicine, a decrease in treatment adherence and

405

increases in hospitilisations and healthcare costs (Kheir et al., 2014). Pictograms are simple, clear

406

graphic symbols, (Dowse and Ehlers, 1998) representing words or phrases (Oxford Dictionaries,

407

2020). Pictogram intervention studies among low literacy populations, showed that pictograms

408

were recalled better than written messages (Dowse and Ehlers, 2004), improved understanding of

409

medicine instructions (Dowse et al., 2011), and were effective in addressing nonadherence among

410

patients (Advani et al., 2013; Braich et al., 2011). Pictograms can convey their intended message

411

to vulnerable patients, including those who are illiterate, the elderly or those who are visually

412

impaired (Dowse and Ehlers, 1998). Pictograms can also be utilized in situations where there are

413

language differences (Sorfleet et al., 2009).

414
415

This review is aimed at assessing the outcomes of pictogram intervention studies on medicine

416

labels, PILs or other medicine information materials, conducted among low literacy patients,
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417

which tested the difference in understanding, adherence to, recalling and finding the instructions

418

to the medication regimen.

419
420

2.2 Method

421

2.2.1. Inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria

422

2.2.1.1 Inclusion criteria

423

Intervention studies that were conducted in English among low literacy patients, were considered

424

for the review. The level of literacy was determined from the number of years of school education

425

or highest level of school education that the participant completed. The interventions focused on

426

the use of pictograms, (with or without text or verbal counselling) on medicine labels, PILs or

427

other materials of presentation, offered to the target groups.

428
429

2.2.1.2 Exclusion criteria

430

Studies published before 2003 were excluded, as the focus was on reviewing current research.

431

Studies conducted with all literacy levels including tertiary level students as participants were

432

excluded as these studies did not satisfy the criteria of low literacy, which was set at the highest

433

level of secondary or school education that was completed. Studies which addressed health

434

literacy, were not considered, as the focus of this study was on low literacy.

435
436

2.2.2 Study selection

437

The Cochrane general guidelines for conducting a systematic review were followed (Higgins and

438

Altman, 2008). Searches were done between February and April 2016. Databases that were

439

searched included Ebscohost CINAHL, Science Direct, Sabinet, Pubmed, Cochrane and Medline.

440

The keywords “PICTOG* and MEDIC* label” were used as search terms.
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441

2.2.3 Review process

442

2.2.3.1 Data extraction

443

All the study titles and abstracts were screened by one reviewer. Thirty-nine studies were identified

444

through the search. The articles were manually sorted and after the exclusion process, nine studies

445

were found to meet the inclusion criteria. The articles that appeared in more than one of the

446

databases were only counted and used once (Figure 2.1). The data extraction form documented the

447

studies’; authors, year of publication, geographical location, setting of the study, language of

448

participants, testing groups, administration of pictograms, the purpose of the pictograms, number

449

of pictograms evaluated, origin of pictograms, the number, age and literacy level of participants,

450

presentation form, preference/acceptability of pictograms and outcomes measures (Appendix A

451

Table A.1).
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452
453

Figure 2.1 Review and Selection Process for the selected Review Articles
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454

2.2.3.2 Assessment of bias

455

The risk of bias was assessed using the tool developed by the Cochrane collaboration (Higgins et

456

al., 2008). Two reviewers assessed the study bias independently using the following seven items:

457

random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel,

458

blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data and selective reporting. No other

459

sources of bias were considered. Outcomes of the assessment were compared, discussed and

460

discrepancies cleared up until an agreement was reached. The outcome is presented in Appendix

461

B, Table B.1. It was concluded that, even in the presence of the potential biases, the interventions

462

in the nine studies which tested the use of pictograms on the medicine label / PIL, were effective.

463
464

2.3 Results

465

The experimental studies reviewed were not sufficiently similar for a meta-analysis to be

466

appropriate, therefore a narrative synthesis of results was used in this review (Mays et al., 2005).

467

The following variables were used to compare the information extracted from the nine articles for

468

the review through the selection process in Figure 2.1.

469

1. Geographical location and study setting.

470

2. Participant demographics: inclusion criteria, literacy level, and language.

471

3. Study design: sampling process, study groups’ sizes and number of pictograms.

472

4. Participatory / non-participatory development of pictograms: origin / development of

473
474
475
476
477

pictograms and participation of the study group in the design of the pictograms.
5. Pictogram administration, types of interventions (inclusion of text and / or verbal and / or
pictograms instructions), presentation form, acceptability of form.
6. Purpose of the study / measurements: understanding, adherence to, recalling and finding
the instructions to the medicine regimen in the text?

478

7. Pictogram preference / acceptability of type of presentation.

479

8. Cross-sectional outcomes: understanding of instructions and ability to locate instructions.

480

9. Longitudinal outcomes: understanding and recall of information and in adherence to the

481

prescribed regimen.
12
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482

10. Location of follow-up.

483
484

2.3.1 Overview of the included studies

485

The studies ranged from the use of pictograms which represented general medicine use instructions

486

e.g. “take with meals”, studies A, D and I (Joshi and Kothiyal, 2011; Kheir et al., 2014; Dowse and

487

Ehlers, 2004), a demonstration for the use of a medical device used in asthma, study A, (Joshi and

488

Kothiyal, 2011), medicine information for the medicine methotrexate, study B (Thompson et al.,

489

2010), medicine information for an antiretroviral (ARV) regimen for stavudine, lamivudine and

490

efavirenz, study C, (Dowse et al., 2011) medicine information for the use of nystatin suspension

491

study E, (Mansoor and Dowse, 2003) a combination regimen of either tobramycin-dexamethasone

492

or moxifloxacin-prednisolone eye drops study F, (Braich et al., 2011) short-term prescription

493

regimens for the antibiotics amoxicillin (capsules and suspension), phenoxymethylpenicillin tablets

494

and co-trimoxazole tablets, study G (Dowse and Ehlers, 2005) and chronic co-trimoxazole therapy

495

information, study H (Mansoor and Dowse, 2006).

496
497

2.3.1.1 The geographic location and setting of the studies

498

The selected studies were conducted in Africa, Asia, North America and the Middle East. Five of

499

the nine studies were conducted in Africa (C, E, G, H, I), two in Asia (A, F), one in the Middle East

500

(D) and one in North America (B). The African studies were all conducted in South Africa – in a

501

small rural town (n = 4) and one across three selected geographical regions for eight different

502

language groups. Both studies from Asia were in cities located across India, namely Dehradun,

503

Chennai, Rampur, and Tanda Urmar. The study (D) in the Middle East was conducted in Qatar (city

504

– Doha). The last study (B) was conducted by making use of a national consumer marketing

505

database in Canada, North America.

506
507

Study settings included hospitals (A, F, I), clinics (C, D, E, F, H, I), an outpatient day hospital (G),

508

and the homes of patients (C). For study I, some of the interviews were also conducted at taxi
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509

ranks, at roadside farm stalls and on farms. The location for the interviews of the participants who

510

were recruited through the consumer database (B) was not recorded.

511
512

2.3.1.2 Participant demographics – inclusion criteria, literacy level and language

513

Patients attending the outpatient department of the hospital, were invited to participate in the study

514

(A). Participants who had no prior knowledge of methotrexate were selected from a consumer-

515

marketing database (B). Patients who had not received any counselling about HIV and were not

516

on ARV therapy were recruited by nurses at the clinic and by community health workers (C).

517

Participants were invited from the two major contracting companies that supplied workers to Qatar

518

Petroleum – any participant was free to join or withdraw at any time (D). The selection criteria for

519

the study groups participants were not specified for study E. Study participants were selected from

520

a pool of patients referred for cataract surgery at free vision-screening outreach camps across India

521

(F). Participants were eligible for the study if they were prescribed one of the antibiotics,

522

amoxicillin (capsules and suspension), phenoxymethylpenicillin tablets or co-trimoxazole tablets,

523

or were caregivers who were responsible for the administration of one of these antibiotics.

524

Participants were not included in the study if they had been prescribed or had been responsible for

525

administering one of these antibiotics in the last three months prior to the study (G). Outpatients

526

at the CHC, who were on chronic co-trimoxazole therapy were included in the study (H).

527

Participants were selected from various sectors of the community, for example hospital

528

outpatients, domestic workers, farm workers, informal traders and unemployed people (I).

529
530

Participants were reported to be illiterate (A), received up to ten years of schooling (C, G),

531

maximum seven years of schooling (E, I), schooling up to grade eleven (B), an average of 6,1

532

years of formal education (D), education below grade ten level (F) and the highest level of grade

533

twelve (H).

534
535

In the North American study, at least 87,00% spoke English (B). In six of the studies, English was

536

not the first language for the participants. In the South African studies, most of the participants
14
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537

could speak isiXhosa (C, E, G, H, I) or one or more of seven other African languages (I). The

538

languages among migrant participants included Malayalam, Nepali, Urdu, Tagalog and Bengali

539

(D). The languages of the participants from the two studies done in India were not recorded (A,

540

F).

541
542

2.3.1.3 Study design – sampling process, study groups’ sizes and number of pictograms

543

The studies were cross-sectional (C, D, E, I), longitudinal (G, H) or a combination of cross-

544

sectional and longitudinal (A, B, F) in design. The number of participants for each study ranged

545

from 39 to 304 participants, with an average sample size of 134 participants. For a single group of

546

200 participants, ten pictograms were randomly chosen, with the tenth pictogram specifically

547

chosen keeping in mind the prevalence of asthma in Dehradun (where the study population was

548

from) and poor usage of inhalers in this population (A). In a single blind, randomized trial with

549

100 participants, participants were allocated to a group that either received a prose-based

550

information sheet (n = 48) or a pictogram-based information sheet (n = 52). The number of

551

pictograms was not specified (B). In a single study group of 39 participants, 20 pictograms were

552

tested (C). In a randomized controlled trial with 123 participants, 11 pictograms were tested (D).

553

Participants were allocated to three groups – Group A (n = 40), Group B (n = 47) and Group C (n

554

= 36). For 60 participants who were randomly allocated to either an experimental (n = 30) or a

555

control group (n = 30), the number of pictograms were not specified for the study (E). In a single-

556

blinded, randomized controlled trial with three groups (one control and two experimental) and 75

557

participants in each group, the number of pictograms were not specified (F). Pictograms were

558

tested on 87 participants who were randomly allocated to an experimental (n = 46) or a control

559

group (n = 41). The number of pictograms were not specified (G). A total of 120 participants were

560

randomly allocated to experimental group A (n = 40), experimental group B (n = 40) and a control

561

group (n = 40) with the number of pictograms not specified (H). A single group of 304 participants

562

were randomly showed two sets of 23 pictograms each (I).

563
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564

2.3.1.4 Origin / development of pictograms

565

In study A, nine pictograms were sourced from the United States Pharmacopoeia-Drug

566

Information (USP-DI) and one pictogram that demonstrated the use of an inhaler was selected

567

from a source that was not mentioned in the study. In two of the studies, pictograms were

568

developed through collaboration with the target population (B, D) while in three other studies,

569

most of the pictograms were previously developed and evaluated in the target population (C, E,

570

G). One study compared a set of pictograms from the USP-DI and a second set of corresponding

571

pictograms that were previously developed locally (I). Another study included pictograms that

572

were designed using information collected from the Australian consumer medicines information

573

(CMI), USP-DI, various fact sheets, medicine information sheets, monographs and package inserts

574

(H). In one of the studies, the origin of pictograms used was not recorded (F).

575
576

2.3.1.5 Pictogram administration, types of interventions, presentation form, acceptability of

577

form.

578

A verbal explanation accompanied the pictogram presentation in study A. Participants were first

579

asked to interpret the meaning of the pictograms without a prior explanation, then asked again to

580

interpret the meaning of the pictograms after the pictograms were explained (A). A text-and-

581

pictograms presentation was evaluated in one study (C). Text-only and text-and-pictograms

582

presentations were compared in four of the studies (B, E, G, H). In one of these studies (H), a third

583

group which received no tangible or verbal information was included in the study. In another study

584

with three different groups, Group A received standard text medicine labels with verbal

585

instructions, Group B received pictogram-only medicine labels with no text or verbal instructions

586

and Group C received pictogram medicine labels and verbal instructions (D). In study F, the two

587

experimental and one control group received instructions through a tape recording. In addition to

588

the tape recorder instructions, the two experimental groups’ education was accompanied by

589

pictograms – one of the experimental groups was given the pictograms to take home. The last

590

study evaluated both USP and locally developed pictograms in a single study group (I).

591
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592

Pictograms were presented on PIL’s (B, C, H), medicine labels (D, G, I) and both a PIL and

593

medicine label (E). The presentation form was not recorded for two studies (A, F).

594
595

Preference for the type of presentation was investigated in five studies (B, C, E, G, I). Participants

596

found the pictogram PIL visually more appealing and useful, easier to read and the preferred

597

presentation to receive compared to the text-only presentation (B). In another study where a text-

598

and-pictograms PIL without a control text-only PIL was tested, all the participants endorsed the

599

inclusion of pictograms for readability and as an aid to understand and recall information (C). In

600

one study, all participants, felt that pictograms on the medicine label helped them to understand

601

the instructions better (E) and preference for the pictogram presentation was expressed by all

602

except for one participant. In the same study, participants preferred the physical appearance of the

603

text-and-pictogram PIL when compared to the text-only PIL and they believed that the presence

604

of pictograms would enhance their understanding of the information. In two of the studies all

605

participants were positive about the pictograms on the labels and felt that it would be an aid in

606

recalling of instructions (G, I). Preference for the type of presentation was not recorded in four of

607

the studies (A, D, F, H).

608
609

2.3.1.6 Purpose of study and measurements

610

Understanding of selected pictograms was measured in two studies (A, D) e.g. could the participant

611

correctly interpret the meaning of the pictogram “do not take with alcohol” or “instill one drop in

612

the eye”. In one for the studies immediate versus delayed free and cued recall was compared –

613

understanding of instructions and utility of the presentation form was also measured in this study

614

(B). Examples of the test material were not presented in study B. Participants’ ability to locate

615

information on the PIL and explain their understanding of the required information, was tested in

616

two studies (C, E) e.g. “take one tablet at night” or “fill the dropper up to the 1 ml mark”. In one

617

of these studies (E), understanding was also tested for the label presentation e.g. “swirl medicine

618

around in the mouth before swallowing”. Adherence was measured in one study (H), e.g. “you

619

must use your medicine until the bottle is empty”. Both understanding of and adherence to
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620

instructions was tested in two studies (F, G) e.g. “allow the drop to settle by gravity into the lower

621

cul-de-sac before releasing the eyelid” and “ take 5 ml 3 times a day”. The difference in patient

622

interpretations between selected USP-DI and locally developed pictograms was tested e.g. “do not

623

store near heat or in sunlight” (I).

624
625

2.3.1.7 Outcomes – cross-sectional

626

In the Indian study with nine USP-DI pictograms with general medicine use instructions and one

627

pictogram specific for asthma patients, (A), the percentage of participants correctly understanding

628

each of the 10 pictograms ranged between 12,00% and 65,00% before explanation and between

629

52,50% and 88,50% after explanation of the same pictograms. There was no indication that

630

statistical significance was tested for in this study.

631
632

In the North American methotrexate study (B), both groups on which the text-only and locally

633

developed text-and-pictograms PILs were tested, scored 80,00% for understanding. There was no

634

statistically significant difference in immediate free recall between the two groups – both groups

635

scored between 17,00% and 23,00%. There was also no statistically significant difference in

636

immediate cued recall between the two groups: both groups scored between 32,00% and 66,00%.

637

However, the participants who read PIL with pictograms found it significantly more appealing

638

(Mann–Whitney U = 851, P = 0,004) and were significantly more comfortable knowing when to

639

call the doctor than the participants who read the text-based PIL (Mann–Whitney U = 998,5 and P

640

= 0,03).

641
642

In the African study where a PIL with mostly locally developed pictograms presentation was

643

evaluated (C), correctly understanding the instructions on the PIL for the ARV regimen was

644

between 17,90% and 97,40% and the average understanding was 60,40%. Study C had a single

645

testing group with a text-and-pictograms presentation on a PIL. The number of correct responses

646

for both locating and understanding of the leaflet were added to calculate the overall understanding

647

of the leaflet. The relationship of overall understanding of the leaflet with variables such as gender,
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648

education and age was compared by using a One-way ANOVA and t-tests at the 5,00% level of

649

significance. Statistical significance was found in the association between education with overall

650

understanding of the leaflet (P = 0,009). Understanding increased from 44,00% (< Grade 3) to

651

55,50% (Grades 4 to 7) to 68,40% (Grades 8 to 10). The association of gender with overall

652

understanding tended towards significance (P = 0,05), with females obtaining a higher percentage

653

than males. Age (18 – 49 years = 89,7%, and older than 50 years = 10,3%) did not significantly

654

affect understanding, but there was a trend of increased understanding as age decreased.

655
656

In the study conducted in the Middle East (D), pictograms for general medicine instructions on a

657

label were developed with the collaboration of the target population and understanding each of the

658

11 pictograms was measured on a Likert scale. One-way ANOVA and Chi-square tests were used

659

to compare differences in comprehension between the three groups and to assess differences

660

between group variables with statistical significance set at a P-value < 0,05. Significant differences

661

in the average level of understanding of the medicine instructions between the three groups, verbal-

662

and-text, pictograms-only and verbal-and-pictograms, for 10 of 11 medicine instruction labels was

663

found (P < 0,05). For 10 of the 11 medicine instructions, the verbal-and-pictograms group

664

consistently scored higher than the verbal-and-text group, while the verbal-and-text group had

665

higher scores than the pictograms-only group for 8 of the 11 labels. No statistically significant

666

differences were found between participants in the three intervention groups in their socio-

667

demographic characteristics and self-assessed literacy in English and Arabic languages (P-values

668

for continuous data were calculated using one-way ANOVA test and P-values for categorical data

669

were calculated using Chi-square test).

670
671

In the African study a simple, understandable medicine label and PIL for Nystatin suspension was

672

designed, developed, and evaluated in the target population (E). In study E, the European

673

Commission (EC) guideline was used in assessing understandability of the PILs. At least 80,00%

674

of the participants should answer each question correctly – they should locate the appropriate

675

information and be able to explain it in their own words. Differences in understanding of the text19
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676

and-pictograms and text-only labels and PILs were determined using χ2 analysis with the level of

677

significance set at 5,00%. No significance was found between the two groups for four of the six

678

questions asked about the nystatin suspension medicine label. Question 3 was answered correctly

679

by all the participants in both groups, for questions 1 P = 0,313, question 5 P = 0,076 and for

680

question 6 P = 0,076. Pictograms on the medicine label significantly enhanced understanding of

681

the information describing how the medicine should be taken (question 2, P = 0,000), and the times

682

at which it should be taken (question 4, P = 0,000). The EC guideline target was achieved for 9 of

683

the 11 questions for the PIL containing text-and-pictograms compared with 8 for the text-only PIL.

684

The information was located equally well by both groups, but understanding of the text-and-

685

pictogram PIL was superior to the text-only PIL. Significantly more participants in the text-and-

686

pictogram group displayed a high level of understanding when compared with the control group

687

(P = 0,005).

688
689

In the Indian study (F), pictograms were evaluated for understanding and adherence to

690

postoperative cataract eye drop regimens (F), and consisted of a control group with verbal

691

presentations (group 1), an experimental group with verbal-and-pictogram presentations (group 2)

692

and a second experimental group with verbal-and-pictogram presentations and pictograms taken

693

home (group 3). The 6 questions of the exam could yield a maximum of 10 points and the following

694

results for understanding instructions on the day of the operation were recorded: the verbal-only

695

group scored 8,68, the verbal-with-pictograms group scored 8,88, and the verbal-with-pictograms

696

and pictograms-taken-home group scored 8,85. The first test at the clinic showed no significant

697

difference in mean scores among the three groups.

698
699

The African study compared USP-DI pictograms with locally developed pictograms (I). Chi-

700

square tests were used to test for differences in interpretation and preference between the USP and

701

local pictograms. Chi-square tests and regression analysis were used to assess the influence of the

702

standard of education on the interpretation of symbols. The level of significance was set at the

703

1,00% level. The local pictograms yielded a significantly higher percentage of correct
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704

interpretations (p < 0,01) in 16 of the 23 pictograms. Local images were preferred over the USP

705

pictograms in all 23 cases, with significance (P < 0,01) in 22 of the 23 cases. There was no

706

significant difference in the standard of education among the groups. However, the standard of

707

education significantly influenced the interpretation of 23 of the 46 pictograms (both USP and

708

local). The two groups with the lowest level of education (no formal schooling and grades 1 to 4),

709

interpreted a similar percentage of the images correctly (18,60% and 19,70%, respectively) with

710

interpretation increasing substantially in participants in the grades 5 to 7 group, who interpreted

711

an average of 61,70% of the images correctly. In the assessment for preference of colour, no

712

significant differences were noted between the language groups.

713
714

2.3.1.8 Outcomes – longitudinal

715

To monitor if the initial outcome of the study repeated itself, some studies included follow-up

716

measurements (A, B, F). In two studies assessment was conducted only at follow-up and not at the

717

first meeting at the clinics (G, H).

718
719

In the Indian study with nine USP-DI pictograms with general medicine use instructions and one

720

pictogram specific for asthma (A), 164 out of 200 (82,00%) participants reported back for the

721

follow-up, which was in accordance with their prescription schedule. The percentage of

722

participants correctly understanding each of the pictograms varied between 34,15% and 87,81%.

723

There was no indication that statistical significance was tested for in this study.

724
725

Delayed free and cued recall was measured after seven days in the North American methotrexate

726

study (B) and 76 out of 100 (76,00%) participants were available for a second interview. There

727

were no differences in delayed free recall and cued recall between the text-only and text-and-

728

pictograms PILs after one week. Immediate free recall, ranging between 17,00 and 23,00%, fell

729

lower to 7,00 – 16,00% after one week and immediate cued recall fell from a range of 32,00 –

730

66,00% to a range of 28,00 – 62,00% after one week. Yet, when participants viewed both

731

pamphlets together, they found the pictogram PIL visually more appealing (86,00%, Z = 3,60 and
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732

P < 0,001), easier to read (61,00%, Z = 3,38 and P = 0,001), more useful (77,00%, Z = 4,24 and P

733

< 0,001), and the one they would rather receive (75,00%, Z = 4,14 and P < 0,001).

734
735

In the Indian study for postoperative cataract eye drop regimens, (F), understanding was tested

736

when followed-up on post-operative days 7 and 28. Only 138 out of 225 (61,33%) participants

737

arrived with their prescribed eye drops on day 28 of follow-up. The six questions of the exam

738

could yield a maximum of ten points. Results were as follows for understanding of instructions

739

postoperative day 7: (group 1) verbal-only group scored 5,77, (group 2) verbal-with-pictograms

740

group scored 7,33 and (group 3) verbal-with-pictograms, and pictograms-taken-home group

741

scored 7,62. A post hoc comparisons using Tukey’s honestly significant differences (HSD) found

742

no significant differences between mean test scores of group 2 and 3 (P = 0,577), however,

743

statistical significance was found in the test scores between groups 2 and 1 and between groups 3

744

and 1 (P < 0,001). Greater amounts of medicine consumption were significantly related to higher

745

test scores (P < 0,001).

746
747

Results were as follows for understanding of instructions postoperative day 28: verbal-only group

748

scored 4,37, verbal-with-pictograms group scored 5,44 and verbal-with-pictograms, and

749

pictograms-taken-home group scored 7,17. For the third test, significant differences in mean test

750

scores between all three treatment groups was found. The second experimental group scored

751

significantly higher than the first experimental group and the control group (P < 0,001). The first

752

experimental group also scored significantly higher that the control group (P = 0,004). Adherence

753

was tested on day 28 by measuring the percentage of eye drops consumed. Of the 138 participants,

754

46 (33,33%) participants consumed 30,00% or less, 17 (12,32%) consumed between 31,00% and

755

50,00%, 21 (15,22%) consumed between 51,00% and 70,00%, 36 (26,09%) consumed between

756

71,00% and 91,00% and 18 (13,04%) consumed 91,00% or more of the drops. The percentage of

757

eye drops consumed was also significant (P < 0,001). Statistical significance was found in the

758

mean test scores with respect to patient parameters for percentage of topical drops used after 28

759

days (P < 0,001) and education (P < 0,001). However, when included in the model along with
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760

percentage usage of topical drops, education was no longer significant. Education also did not

761

significantly improve the R-squared value, leaving treatment group and the percentage of eye

762

drops consumed as the statistically significant factors.

763
764

Understanding and adherence was measured three to five days after dispensing of a short course

765

of antibiotics to patients in one of the African studies (G). The number of patients assessed in the

766

follow-up was not recorded. Average understanding in the text-only and text-and-pictograms

767

groups was 69,50% and 95,20% and average adherence in the text-only and text-and-pictograms

768

groups was 71,50% and 89,60%, when measured during home visits. In study G, Chi-square tests

769

were used to test for differences in the understanding of medicine instructions and adherence

770

between the experimental and control groups and for significant differences in demographic

771

characteristics between the two groups. Significant differences between the experimental and

772

control groups were found for both adherence and understanding of the instructions (P < 0,01). No

773

statistical significance was found for the demographic characteristics between the two groups. The

774

influence of literacy on adherence and understanding was investigated using correlation analysis,

775

with the level of significance set at 1,00%. In the pooled results for the experimental and control,

776

significant correlation was found between literacy and understanding (r = 0,5595 and P = 0,00)

777

and literacy and adherence (r = 0,5782 and P = 0,00). However, the strong association was noted

778

in the control group, with the association much weaker in the experimental group. Similar results

779

were generated from the regression analysis between literacy and adherence, with a non-significant

780

association between literacy and adherence in the experimental group and a significant association

781

in the control group. These results suggest that pictograms reduced the reliance on literacy skills

782

to understand and adhere to medicine instructions.

783
784

In another African study, follow-up of patients on chronic co-trimoxazole therapy was conducted

785

about 14 days after the medication was dispensed (H). The number of patients assessed in the

786

follow-up was not recorded. Overall mean percentage adherence between self-report and tablet

787

count was measured and was found to be 67,70% when no PIL was used, 73,60% when the
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788

complex PIL was used and 88,30% when a simple PIL with pictograms was used. In study H,

789

statistical significance was tested for between the control group (no PIL), group A (text-only PIL)

790

and group B (PIL with text-and-pictograms). A significant difference was found in adherence

791

between group B and the control group (P < 0,05) for self-report, with group B reporting a higher

792

percentage adherence. A significant difference was also found in adherence between group B (text-

793

and pictograms) and both the control group and group A (P < 0,05) for tablet count, with the text-

794

and-pictogram groups’ mean percentage adherence significantly higher than the two other groups.

795

Demographic correlation with literacy was not reported in this study. It was not recorded if follow-

796

up was done for studies C, D, E, and I.

797
798

2.3.1.9 Location of follow-up

799

Participants reported back to the study site for follow-up (A), they were followed-up by contacting

800

them after seven days (B), follow-up was at the participant’s home (G) and at the participant’s

801

home or the clinic (H). One study did not report the location of the follow-up (F).

802
803

2.4 Discussion

804

The studies in this review tested the use of pictograms on medicine labels, PILs and / or other

805

medicine information materials e.g. card board cards, as a medium to communicate medicine use

806

instructions. This discussion will describe the effectiveness of pictograms on medicine information

807

material in terms of overcoming problems such as language barriers and low literacy. It will further

808

describe how the effectiveness of pictograms can be enhanced if it is administered with proper

809

verbal explanations and if it is developed with the target audience.

810
811

Most studies that compared different groups of participants either assigned pictogram-and-text

812

versus text only information materials, reported that pictograms significantly increased either

813

understanding, adherence and / or ability to locate information on the study materials (D, E, F, G,

814

H) except for study B. The cross-sectional studies highlighted the effect of pictograms on

815

understanding of information on the label (D, E) and understanding of and locating information
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816

on the PIL (E). The longitudinal studies tested adherence to medicine instructions on the PIL (H)

817

and understanding and adherence to medicine instructions on the label (G). Three of the studies

818

were a combination of cross sectional and longitudinal studies and tested understanding of

819

medicine information, with the presentation form not recorded (A), understanding and recall of

820

medicine information on the PIL (B) and understanding and adherence to medicine instructions,

821

with the presentation form not recorded (F).

822
823

In the cross-sectional studies, pictograms had a positive effect on understanding of information on

824

the label (D, E) and on the PIL (E). In the longitudinal studies, the presence of pictograms

825

contributed positively to understanding and adherence of information on the label (G) and

826

adherence on the PIL (H). In the first combined cross-sectional and longitudinal study where

827

presentation forms were not recorded (A), 1% of the patients were able to interpret all the

828

pictograms correctly before explanation of their meaning. In the North American methotrexate

829

study (B), no benefit was found in the use of pictograms in the domains of free recall, cued recall

830

or understanding of information on the PIL, immediately or during follow-up after one week. In

831

the last of the combined cross-sectional and longitudinal studies where the presentation form was

832

not recorded (F), pictograms did not prove to have any benefit at the first test at the hospital or

833

clinic in the study for postoperative cataract regimens. The importance of using an effective tool,

834

in this case pictograms to communicate the message so that the participant can carry out the

835

medicine instructions correctly is evident in all the studies. Similarly, other literature has shown

836

that patients are more likely to read and understand information which was presented in picture

837

format and that they preferred patient information presented in pictogram format (Mbuagbaw and

838

Ndongmanji, 2012). In five of the studies in our review participants indicated their preference for

839

pictograms (B, C, E, G, I). All five these studies, included locally developed pictograms. Study I

840

which also included USP pictograms.

841
842

The benefits of using pictograms in low literate patient populations were specifically tested for in

843

studies in this review (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I). The studies’ participants’ education ranged from
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844

illiterate to grade 12. Low literacy presents a significant barrier to successfully understand

845

medicines information that is needed for adherence (Davis et al., 2006). Patients with literacy

846

problems cannot read the details in prescriptions, medicine labels or PILs and they also find it

847

difficult to scan a portion of information to identify a single piece that they need (Dowse et al.,

848

2011). In two of the studies (C, E), the ability to find information in the text was tested. In study

849

C, participants struggled with finding the detail in the PIL text for information that was not

850

accompanied by a pictogram and that was not surrounded by white space. Text that was most

851

frequently understood correctly, was in a position either directly below or next to each pictogram.

852

This supports Mayer’s “Spatial Contiguity Principle”, which states that, when corresponding

853

words and pictures are near each other on the page, learners do not have to use cognitive resources

854

to visually search the page or screen, and learners are more likely to be able to hold them both in

855

working memory at the same time (Moreno and Mayer, 1999). In study E, locating and

856

understanding information on the text-and-pictogram PIL was significantly enhanced with the

857

presence of pictograms, short, easy-to-read and highlighted headings, bullet points, broken

858

paragraphs, larger print size and bigger spaces between paragraphs. However, participants found

859

words like “nystatin,” “itchiness,” “oral thrush,” “blotches,” and “allergies,” challenging to read

860

and these words were merely ignored. This caused disruptions in the reading process and

861

subsequently a lack of understanding of the entire sentence.

862
863

In studies where correlation analysis were carried out between literacy levels and study outcomes

864

(G, I), literacy influenced the outcomes in the control groups but not in the experimental groups in

865

study G, and in study I, literacy influenced the outcomes in both the control and experimental

866

groups. This confirms other research that the level of literacy has an impact on the interpretation

867

of pictograms (Zargarzadeh and Ahamdi, 2017; Dowse and Ehlers, 2003). Patients with lower

868

levels of literacy have greater difficulty in interpreting pictograms correctly than patients with

869

higher levels of literacy (Zargarzadeh and Ahamdi, 2017). Other studies agree that patients with

870

very low literacy skills can be helped with pictures to take home as reminders, (Houts et al., 2006)
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871

as pictograms could serve as a cue of how to take medication and allows for better memory

872

retention (Braich et al., 2011).

873
874

In contrast, study (B) found no benefit in pictograms aiding understanding or recall of the medicine

875

information. The authors suggested that the reason for this finding could be that the PIL was

876

simple, structured and readable, and, the participants’ literacy levels were higher than expected

877

and most could read English. In non-first language English speaking populations, pictograms have

878

been identified to be important tools to overcome communication barriers caused by language

879

differences (Dowse and Ehlers, 2004). Study D reported that pictograms assisted in cases where

880

language barriers exist (Kheir et al., 2014). Indeed, most of the studies that showed successful

881

results from this review included participants who were not first language English speakers.

882

Accordingly, Dowse and colleagues (2011) recommend caution in terms of generalising findings

883

of pictogram studies to other language groups (Dowse et al., 2011). This was partially illustrated

884

by study B, which concluded that the benefit of pictograms was negated by the participants’ good

885

understanding of the English language, and reading skills of the participants (Thompson et al.,

886

2010). Literature agrees that in terms of preference, patients prefer medicine information in their

887

home language (Mwingira and Dowse, 2007). Effective communication between healthcare

888

providers and patients to ensure comprehension of their treatment is difficult, and this problem is

889

compounded when healthcare providers and patients speak different languages.

890
891

A critical link between language and culture should not be overlooked in healthcare (Johnstone

892

and Kanitsaki, 2006). The different language groups in South Africa also reflect different cultures

893

and traditions, and it cannot be assumed that the same pictogram would be interpreted the same by

894

the different language and cultural groups (Dowse and Ehlers, 2004). In the selected studies,

895

pictograms were tested on a wide variety of language and cultural groups. In study A, the authors

896

recommended that pictograms should be culture-specific to avoid possible ambiguity in pictogram

897

interpretation (Joshi and Kothiyal, 2011). Study C suggested that culture and language are

898

important population characteristics to consider when designing medicine information materials
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899

(Dowse et al., 2011). Older studies concluded that culturally non-specific pictograms fail their

900

purpose (Dowse and Ehlers, 1998). A recent study in Portugal, amongst Hindu cultural minorities,

901

testing 15 USP-DI pictograms and 15 from the FIP, confirmed that pictograms need to be culturally

902

specific for patients to understand their meaning (Kanji et al., 2018). In another study where

903

universal healthcare pictograms were tested in the US, South Korea and Turkey, results showed

904

that the understanding of pictograms varied significantly in the different countries and that cultural

905

aspects are important to consider in the design and development stages (Lee et al., 2014).

906

Silhouetting, faceless faces and colour are interpreted differently and often negatively in some

907

cultures and testing pictograms in the target population, could avoid negative responses

908

(Montagne, 2013). Only one of the selected studies assessed preference for colour by different

909

cultural groups (I) and in this study respondents did not attach cultural importance to the use or

910

avoidance of any particular colour. No information on culture and language was reported in studies

911

E, F, G and H.

912
913

One way in which to negate the influence of culture on the interpretation of pictograms is to

914

develop the pictograms with the target audience. In studies B, C, D, E, G and I the pictograms

915

were all or almost all developed with the aid of the target population. Study I was specifically

916

designed to test for differences in understanding between locally developed pictograms versus

917

USP pictograms and found the local pictograms were significantly better interpreted than the USP

918

pictograms. Studies C and E endorsed the involvement of the end-user in the development of the

919

pictograms. A recommendation from study C was that the pictograms should be also tested in the

920

target population, and the feedback from such a process should be used for further refinement of

921

the leaflet. Both studies demonstrate that end-user involvement in the design of pictograms result

922

in the production of improved PILs for low-literate patients.

923
924

Most of the studies were done in Africa (n=5), a continent that still struggles with low literacy and

925

the majority of the studies were conducted at clinics or hospitals where it is relatively easy to

926

interview participants who visit the doctor and / or receive their medication. In one study, which
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927

investigated the influence of input from the target population on the design and interpretation of

928

pharmaceutical pictograms, interviews were also conducted in historical focal areas for the

929

different language groups which were identified in various regions in South Africa. Within each

930

of these major focal regions, three different geographical locations were chosen as interview sites

931

so that any potential bias associated with the use of only one area was minimized. Within these

932

focal regions, interviewees were selected from various sectors of the community, including

933

unemployed people, domestic workers, informal traders and farm workers at taxi ranks and

934

roadside farm stalls and on farms (I). More culturally-based interventions on design and

935

interpretation of pictograms are needed to ascertain different cultural groups’ interpretation of

936

pictograms.

937
938

In addition to the development of pictograms with the target audience, another aspect that tended

939

to be associated with the more effective interpretation of pictograms included verbal explanation

940

of pictograms by healthcare personnel. After explanation of the meaning of pictograms, 9,50% of

941

patients managed to interpret the meaning of all 10 pictograms, compared to 1,00% before

942

explanation (A). The understanding of information of the study group with pictograms

943

accompanied with a verbal explanation, were superior to that of the groups with pictograms only

944

and text-with pictograms (D). In study F, the explanation of pictograms in the clinic proved to be

945

beneficial for understanding of information after a one-week period. When compared to the studies

946

in this systematic review, recent and older research also confirmed that pharmaceutical pictograms

947

are valuable if verbal and written instructions are combined (Ngoh and Shepherd, 1997; Kanji et

948

al., 2018). In addition, pictograms could potentially aid in shortening counselling time by

949

increasing understanding for the low literate patient (Dowse and Ehlers, 2004). This was

950

specifically shown in study A, where participants were described as illiterate (A) and study D,

951

where participants had an average duration of formal education of 6,1 years (D). It therefore seems

952

that education and literacy are not important for understanding of the meaning of pictograms when

953

pictograms are explained to participants.

954
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955

2.5 Study limitations

956

Although the participant’s first point of reference would be the medicine label, many of the studies

957

included a PIL. Due to more space available on the PIL relative to the medicine label, important

958

information regarding warnings can therefore also be communicated to the participant. Both the

959

medicine label and the PIL are valuable forms of presentation to communicate medicine

960

instructions through pictograms. However, two studies (A, F) did not record the presentation form.

961

Since pharmaceutical pictograms were presented to low-literate patients in all the studies, the term

962

“label” in the search terminology, was representative of any presentation form which was used to

963

offer the pictograms to the participants.

964
965

The concept of low literacy was differently defined across studies and included various terms such

966

as “schooling”, “formal education”, “highest level of qualification” and “grade level”. The criteria

967

for the target group “low literacy patient” therefore varied as studies were conducted over three

968

continents and four countries. The criteria for low literacy could vary across countries and future

969

research could aim to be more specific in the definition of “low literacy”. Participants in study B

970

were primarily selected on their literacy levels and therefore included participants who were not

971

prescribed methotrexate – this could have lowered the motivation to read and remember the

972

information, consequently affecting the outcome. Most of the individuals (78,00%) were at the

973

high school level in the health literacy scores, as measured by the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy

974

in Medicine (REALM). This was much higher than anticipated by the researchers and the large

975

majority was English speaking.

976
977

Patient literacy was assessed using the REALM test in study B. None of the other studies recorded

978

the use of the REALM test. Participants had a choice of completing a literacy test in either isiXhosa

979

or English in study G and an English literacy test was conducted in study I. Study D reports the

980

self-assessment test of English and Arabic comprehension as a study limitation by the participants,

981

since this is liable to errors. It was not recorded in studies A and C, E, F and H if patient literacy

982

tests were conducted.
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983

Sample sizes were generally small. Randomization was specified in only two studies. Randomized

984

controlled trials require large sample sizes to adequately address the questions that were posed and

985

could therefore not be carried out in all studies. In two of the studies, the interviewers were blinded

986

to the knowledge of the intervention (B, F). In the other studies, the interviewers were not blinded

987

(D, G), or it was unclear if they were blinded (E, H). In some of the studies the participants were

988

not blinded (B, F, G) and in others, it was unclear if they were blinded (E, H). In one study, the

989

participants were not blinded to the knowledge of the intervention, but the outcome of the study

990

was unlikely to be influenced by this (D). One study was a single-group study (A) testing

991

pictograms in a group and another was a focus-group discussion study (C) and study I was a

992

qualitative study. There were therefore no control groups in these studies.

993
994

The pictograms used in the studies were not described well or included in the methodology

995

sections. In three of the studies, it was not mentioned in the methodology that pictograms, when

996

shown to the participants, were accompanied by text (A, F, I). However, in the figures where

997

pictograms were presented in study A and I, the pictograms were presented with accompanying

998

text. In the figure in which the pictograms were presented in the study F, mention was made of

999

minor instructions in the participants native language, which accompanied the pictograms.

1000
1001

In study F, all three participant groups also received the standard protocol of the respective clinics,

1002

in addition to the postoperative education that was part of the study. The standard protocol included

1003

a verbal description of dosing frequency and an occasional demonstration of medication

1004

administration and could have aided in reinforcing information that the participant received as part

1005

of the study protocol, and thereby influencing results.

1006
1007

In three of the five longitudinal studies, the participants were either poorly followed-up (A), were

1008

not available for follow-up (B) or did not bring their medication containers to the final visit to

1009

measure volume an indication of adherence (F).

1010
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1011

Only one of the studies assessed the effect of colour on the interpretation of pictograms (I). No

1012

other studies assessed the appearance of the pictograms on interpretation of pictograms.

1013
1014

2.6 Conclusion

1015

The evidence in the reviewed articles suggests a positive impact of using pictograms on medicine

1016

information materials as an intervention for understanding, adhering to and/or recalling the

1017

medicine regimen in the text for low literate patients. Pictograms were found as effective tools to

1018

communicate medicine instructions to patients with limited literacy and across different languages.

1019

The inclusion of pictograms on the materials was also preferred by participants in comparison to

1020

text only. Two factors that tended to increase the efficacy of pictograms included development of

1021

the pictograms with the target audience to accommodate cultural aspects, and, prior verbal

1022

explanation of the meaning of the pictograms to participants.

1023
1024

Factors that limit the generalisability of the findings of this review include small sample sizes and

1025

variation of study designs in terms of, number and description of pictograms used, administration

1026

and origin of pictograms with respect to the target population, defining and measuring literacy

1027

levels of participants and the effect of language and culture on the interpretation of pictograms.

1028

Further studies investigating pictograms should consider the foregoing aspects to improve the

1029

quality of evidence on pictograms in low literate populations.

1030
1031

Policy makers seem to take a broad and pragmatic view of the information gathered when they set

1032

priorities (Mays et al., 2005). While the long-term focus of policy makers should be on achieving

1033

education for all, many low-literate patients are still at risk of not understanding medicine

1034

instructions. Policy makers should take responsibility to address the case of the low-literate in our

1035

society and find solutions to help them cope in an environment where information is mostly

1036

available in a format which requires reading skills. Pictograms is a solution which could further

1037

be explored by policy makers to aid in understanding of medicine information for the low-literate

1038

in our society.
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1039

Recommendations for practice may focus on reaching out to patients with pictographic reminder

1040

messages on cell phones. Favourable patient compliance outcome has been reported in a study that

1041

focused on the use of daily cell phone messages to remind patients to take their medication

1042

(Strandbygaard et al., 2010). Some messages e.g. “do not crush” are difficult to convey with static

1043

images, and cell phones represent the potential to animate this message (Wolpin et al., 2016). The

1044

aid of pictographic messages on cell phones could enable community healthcare workers to engage

1045

meaningfully with patients, which could help to reduce the burden on healthcare professionals at

1046

CHCs. Cell phone technology and the advantages offered by this technology in the health setting

1047

is a topic worth exploring.
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1048

Chapter 3: Methodology

1049
1050

3.1 Introduction

1051

Chapter 3 outlines the methodologies and procedures used for data collection and analysis. An

1052

overview is given of the study setting, sampling and data collection procedure, analysis of the data

1053

and ethical considerations.

1054
1055

3.2 Methodology

1056

This research study was explorative in design and a combination of quantitative and qualitative

1057

data was collected, by administering a semi-structured questionnaire to the participants attending

1058

CHCs.

1059
1060

3.2.1 Study setting

1061

The research was conducted in public sector CHCs in the Cape Flats of the Cape Town

1062

Metropole in the Western Province of South Africa. This underserved, poverty stricken area

1063

has serious social problems including a high rate of unemployment and health related problems

1064

(South African History, 2011). An outline of the demographics, educational levels and living

1065

conditions of the Cape Town population are provided below.

1066
1067

The population in Cape Town is predominantly Coloured (42,40%) and Black African

1068

(38.60%) (Statistics South Africa, 2011). The percentage of people aged 20 years and older

1069

with no schooling is 1,80%, 5,30% has grade 5 or less, 29,80% completed grade 12 and

1070

16,60% completed education higher than grade 12 (Statistics South Africa, 2011). Cape Town

1071

has an unemployment rate of 23,90% of the labour force (aged 15 to 64 years) and about

1072

half of the households (47,00%) have a monthly income of R 3 200 or less (Statistics South

1073

Africa, 2011). Having to share such a low income between members of a household, the

1074

poor are often hungry, are exploited, have a lack of access to clean water, sanitation and
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1075

schools, are vulnerable to crisis and homelessness and have particular difficulties in accessing

1076

healthcare due to transport costs (Woolard, 2002).

1077

Approximately 95,00% of households have their refuse removed once a week by the local

1078

authority or a private company, 88,02% of households have access to a flushing toilet connected

1079

to the public sewer system, 78,40% do not live in a formal dwelling and 75,00% percent has

1080

access to piped water inside a dwelling (Statistics South Africa, 2011).

1081
1082

This study was linked to the service learning program at the School of Pharmacy at the

1083

University of the Western Cape (UWC) (University of the Western Cape, 2016). First year

1084

pharmacy students pre-packed a sugar and salt mixture according to standard operating

1085

procedures (University of the Western Cape, 2016) and the labeled sachets were subsequently

1086

distributed to the CHCs which served as student learning sites for the service learning program.

1087

The pre-packs were labeled with ‘text-and-pictogram’ instructions for use (University of the

1088

Western Cape, 2016) i.e. the experimental pack in this study.

1089
1090

3.2.2 Sampling

1091

The CHCs were selected through purposive sampling, including all sites where the OR dry

1092

mixture sachet was distributed to via the Service-Learning in Pharmacy program. The study

1093

population included any patient attending a selected CHC on the day of data collection.

1094

Participants were selected by convenience sampling and we selected an arbitrary number of 60

1095

participants for the experimental (‘text-and-pictogram' instructions) and control groups (‘routine

1096

text-only’ instructions), to allow for statistical analysis. Participants were eligible for the study if

1097

they were older than 18 years of age and spoke English, Afrikaans and / or Xhosa. Exclusion

1098

criteria were: (1) severely impaired vision (2) hearing problems (3) too ill to participate in the

1099

survey and 4) non-English, non-Afrikaans and / or non-Xhosa speaking.

1100
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1101

3.2.3 Data collection

1102

Data collection was performed via semi-structured interviews. Two data collectors conducted the

1103

interviews. The researcher trained the data collectors in a standardised way of interacting

1104

with participants during the interview process. This entailed greeting the patient, asking

1105

permission to share the information sheet and in using the interview guide (Appendix E) to

1106

conduct the interview.

1107
1108

The data collector approached potential participants while they were waiting for an

1109

appointment at the CHC and introduced herself in a language that the participant could

1110

understand. An invitation to take part in the study was extended to each potential participant

1111

by reading the information from the study information sheet (see Appendix C). Following

1112

the agreement to take part in the study, the participant was asked to sign the consent form

1113

(see Appendix D). At each facility the study participants were sequentially allocated to either

1114

one of the two groups: a control group who received a ‘routine text-only’ or an experimental

1115

group who received a ‘text-and-pictogram’ OR dry mixture sachet.

1116
1117

The interview was structured into three parts; demographics and socio-economic information,

1118

questions about the preparation and use of the medicine which required reading of the content

1119

from the label and explanatory questions about how participants experienced interpreting the

1120

label. The first part of the questionnaire collected demographic data such as gender, marital

1121

status, residence, age, home language, educational level and the ability to read time from a

1122

digital watch.

1123
1124

In the second part of the interview, participants in the experimental group were shown the ‘text-

1125

and-pictogram’ medication label (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) and the control group was shown the

1126

‘routine text-only’ medicine label that was dispensed at the CHC (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The

1127

medicine labels were not explained to the participants prior to asking them the following
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1128

questions, because the routine practice at facilities was being simulated. The six questions about

1129

the preparation and use of the medicines included:

1130
1131

1. What is the name of the medicine?

1132

2. What should the medicine be used for?

1133

3. How should this medicine be prepared for use?

1134

4. How much of the medicine should be taken?

1135

5. When / how often and for how long should the medicine be taken?

1136

6. When should this medicine be thrown away?

1137
1138

Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3. 3 and 3.4 shows the actual size of the medicine labels and the arrows to

1139

indicate where the answers to the questions above were located on the labels.

1140
1141

Part three of the interview involved explaining to participants the intended message of the

1142

medication label and the following questions were asked to probe more about the reasons for

1143

participants’ understanding of the medicine information and preferences for the label allocated to

1144

them:

1145



Which instructions were easy to understand?

1146



Which instructions were difficult to understand?

1147



What do you think could be the reason why you did not understand the instructions?

1148



Where the pictograms on the label helpful or hindering to your understanding of the

1149
1150

medication instructions? (Only for those participants in the experimental group.)


1151
1152
1153

What do you think might help you interpret medication labels better? (Only for those
participants in the control group.)



To conclude the interview, participants were asked for any suggestions to aid him / her
understand the medicine label better.
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1154

3.2.4 Data analysis

1155

The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Data collectors also made notes on

1156

the data collection sheet. Descriptive statistics were used to describe the demographics of the

1157

participants such as gender, marital status, age, home language and educational level, and socio-

1158

economic status such as employment, monthly income and type of residence. The Mann-

1159

Whitney U-test and Chi-Square test were used to determine if there was a significant difference

1160

or associations between selected demographic variables of participants of the experimental and

1161

control groups, respectively. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used for the continuous variable

1162

such as age and the Chi-Square test was used for categorical variables such as level of education,

1163

language and the ability to read time.

1164
1165

The participants’ responses to the six questions that comprised the second part of the

1166

questionnaire regarding the preparation and use of OR medicine were categorized according to a

1167

three point Likert Scale, where (1) was not aligned with the information appearing on the label

1168

(way off, not even close), (2) neutral (recognized some of the information), and, (3) fully aligned

1169

with the information appearing on the label. Table 3.1 summarises the answers as they appeared

1170

on the label of the OR sachets. The primary outcomes were correct interpretation of the

1171

information according to the intended medicine use instructions on the medication label

1172

presented to the participants. Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 represent the labels that the

1173

participants were presented with during the data collection process. The scoring allocation for the

1174

six questions on the preparation and use of OR dry mixture are detailed in Appendix F, Table

1175

F.1. The Chi-Square test was used to determine if there were any significant association between

1176

the accuracy of responses of the experimental and control group participants. The association

1177

characteristics that were tested included not aligned, partially aligned or fully aligned with the

1178

answer appearing on the respective label, i.e. did being in the control group make these

1179

participants more likely to be fully aligned with the correct answer than being associated with the

1180

experimental group. A P-value of less or equal to 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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1181

IBM SPSS version 25 was used to perform all statistical analyses. For the Chi-Square test the

1182

results were also shown as bar charts.

1183
1184
1185

Table 3.1: Summary of the information that appeared on the experimental and control labels in response
to the six medication preparation and use questions.

Question

Experimental label

Control label

What is the name of the

Oral Rehydration Mixture.

Trade name.*

What should the medicine

For prevention of

For rehydration (front).

be used for?

dehydration during diarrhea

Powder for oral rehydration

(front and back).

therapy (back). For the

medicine?

treatment of electrolyte and
fluid depletion associated with
diarrhoea (back).
How should this medicine

Boil 2 liters of water and

Dissolve one sachet in a liter

be prepared for use?

cool. Pour water in a clean 1

of previously boiled and

liter bottle. Add dry

cooled water.

ingredients to clean water
(also depicted in three
sequential pictograms).
How much of the medicine Drink ½ cup after every

Administer the solution in

should be taken?

watery stool (accompanied

frequent small volumes to

by one pictogram).

compensate for electrolyte and
fluid imbalance.

When/how often and for

Drink after every watery

Take when you have

how long should the

stool / take when you have

diarrhoea, take after a loose

medicine be taken?

diarrhoea (derived from the

stool and take until the

indication for use, “for

diarrhoea clears up (derived
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prevention of dehydration

from “for the treatment of

during diarrhoea”). Take

electrolyte and fluid depletion

until the diarrhoea clears up

associated with diarrhoea”).

(derived from “for

Take when you have an

prevention of dehydration

electrolyte and fluid

during diarrhoea”). Take no

imbalance, take frequent small

longer than 24 hours

volumes, discard unused

(derived from “do not keep

mixture after 24 hours

mixture for more than 24

(derived from “administer the

hours”.

solution in frequent small
volumes to compensate for
electrolyte and fluid
imbalance” and “discard
unused solution after 24
hours.”)

1186

When should this

Do not keep mixture for

Discard unused solution after

medicine be thrown away?

more than 24 hours.

24 hours.

*Trade name not revealed for confidentiality purposes
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1187
1188
1189
1190

Figure 3.1: The OR dry mixture label mounted on the front of the experimental group (n = 67) sachet,
packed by UWC pharmacy students during compounding sessions, with the exact sizes of the pack
presented (length = 5,5 cm, width = 7,5 cm).

1191
1192
1193
1194

Figure 3.2: The OR dry mixture label mounted on the back of the experimental group (n = 67) sachet,
packed by UWC pharmacy students during compounding sessions, with the exact sizes of the pack
presented (length = 5,5 cm, width = 7,5 cm).
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1195
1196
1197
1198

Figure 3.3: Front of the OR dry mixture label of the control group (n = 65) sachet that is routinely
dispensed at the CHCs, with the exact sizes of the pack presented (length = 10,5 cm, width = 10,0 cm) .
* For protection of the third party, the names of the product and manufacturer are blocked out.
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1199
1200
1201
1202

Figure 3.4: Back of the OR dry mixture label of the control group (n = 65) sachet that is routinely
dispensed at the CHCs, with the exact sizes of the pack presented (length = 10,5 cm, width = 10,0 cm).
* For protection of the third party, the names of the product and manufacturer are blocked out.

1203
1204

Participants’ responses to the explanatory questions in part three of the interview were

1205

thematically analysed.

1206
1207

3.3 Ethical considerations

1208

Approval for the study was obtained from the Biomedical Research Ethics Committee of UWC

1209

(BM/16/3/01). Approval for access to facilities was obtained from the Western Cape Department
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1210

of Health (WC_2016RP38_657). Permission to conduct the study at the CHCs was obtained

1211

from the facility managers of the CHCs.

1212
1213

All participants were provided with a study information sheet (Appendix 3) upon recruitment

1214

and signed informed consent (Appendix 4) before starting with the questionnaire. All

1215

information was kept confidential by assigning a unique identifier to each participant on the

1216

informed consent form and only using this unique identifier on the individual interview outline

1217

(Appendix 5). The consent forms and interview collection sheets were stored in separate

1218

locations to prevent any identifying information being available during data collection and

1219

analysis. All information collected from the patient was locked in a secure location and will be

1220

destroyed after the research outputs have been published. There were no risks anticipated for the

1221

participants in this study. The participants may have experienced the benefit of better

1222

understanding of how to prepare and use OR medication.

1223
1224

3.4 Summary of Chapter 3

1225

The main procedures for data collection in this chapter were outlined and the results are

1226

presented in the following chapter.
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1227

Chapter 4: Results

1228
1229

4.1 Introduction

1230

This chapter presents the results of the research questions that were asked in the data collection

1231

and analyses phases of the study (refer chapter 3). The study was conducted over a three week

1232

period in September 2016 at four different CHCs in the Tygerberg sub-district of the Cape Town

1233

Metropole. A total number of 132 participants took part in this study of which 67 were allocated

1234

to the experimental group and 65 allocated to the control group.

1235
1236

Most of both the experimental (67,00%) and control group (66,00%) participants, were visiting

1237

the paediatric clinic for immunization, a check-up, to see the dietician, deworming, a cold / flu

1238

injection, weighing the baby or because the baby or child was sick. The remainder of both the

1239

experimental (33,00%) and control group (34,00%) participants visited the clinic either for seeking

1240

treatment for themselves or collecting chronic medicines. The time taken for each interview varied

1241

between 6 and 20 minutes.

1242
1243

4.2 Demographic data

1244

The demographic information obtained from the participants is displayed in Table 4.1. Most (121)

1245

participants were female.

1246

unmarried. The ages of participants ranged from 18 to 59 years, with about half (49,24%) of the

1247

participants between 20 to 29 years. Almost two-thirds of the participants (63,63%) reported

1248

Afrikaans as their home language. Most (90,15%) of the participants received formal education

1249

ranging between grades 7 and 12. Only eight (6,06%) of the participants could not tell the time on

1250

a watch (analog and / or digital); of which six had education levels between Grade 7 to 12, and

1251

two between Grade 1 to 6.

Over three-quarters (78,03%) of the participants were single or
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1252

Table 4.1: Demographic information of the participants (n = 132).

Number

Percentage

Groups
·

Experimental

n = 67

50,76%

·

Control

n = 65

49,24%

Location (suburb)
·

A

n = 30

22,73%

·

B

n = 43

32,57%

·

C

n = 18

13,64%

·

D

n = 41

31,06%

Gender
·

Male

n = 11

8,33%

·

Female

n = 121

92,67%

Marital status
·

Married

n = 26

19,70%

·

Unmarried

n = 103

78,03%

·

Divorced

n=3

2,27%

Age range (in years)
·

18 to 19

n = 11

8,33%

·

20 to 29

n = 65

49,24%

·

30 to 39

n = 41

31,06%

·

40 to 49

n = 11

8,34%

·

50 to 59

n=4

3,03%

Home language
·

Afrikaans

n = 84

63,63%

·

English

n=7

5,30%

·

isiXhosa

n = 37

28,03%
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·

Afrikaans, English, isiXhosa and other

n=4

3,04%

Educational level
·

Grade 1 to 6

n=6

4,55%

·

Grade 7 to 12

n = 119

90,15%

·

Tertiary

n=7

5,30%

Tell the time from a digital watch
·

Yes

n = 124

93,94%

·

No

n=8

6,06%

1253
1254

Statistical sub-analyses were performed to determine if there was a significant difference or

1255

associations between the experimental and control groups in terms of age (Mann-Whitney U-test),

1256

education (Chi-Square test), language (Chi-Square test) and ability to read time (Chi-Square test)

1257

– there were no significant differences or associations in numbers between the groups (Table 4.2).

1258

As such, the two groups were well matched in terms of these demographics.

1259
1260
1261

Table 4.2: Summary of statistical analyses of the demographic profile for age, education, language and
ability to read time, of the experimental group (n = 67) and control group (n = 65) participants.

Variable

Experimental group

Control group

P-value

Age, years (median, range)

28 (18-53)

27 (18-56)

0,321a

Grade 1 to 6

3 (4,50%)

3 (4,60%)

0,941b

Grade 7 to 12

60 (89,60%)

59 (90,80%)

0,941b

Tertiary

4 (6,00%)

3 (4,60%)

0,941b

Afrikaans

43 (64,20%)

41 (63,10%)

0,734b

English

5 (7,50%)

3 (4,60%)

0,734b

Other

19 (28,40%)

21 (32,30%)

0,734b

Education

Language
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Ability to read time
Yes

62 (92,50%)

62 (95,40%)

0,718b

No

5 (7,50%)

3 (4,60%)

0,718b

1262
1263
1264

a: P-value calculated from Mann-Whitney U-test.

1265

The socio-economic details of the participants are summarized in Table 4.3. Only a third (31,06%)

1266

of the participants were employed and over half (55,54%) had some form of income. Over two-

1267

thirds of participants lived in a formal dwelling (67,42%), with the majority (78,03%) having

1268

access to a tap inside the house. Refuse removal services were available to almost all the

1269
1270
1271

participants (96,21%).

b: P-value calculated from Chi-Square test

Table 4.3: Socio-economic information of the participants (n = 132).

Number

Percentage

Groups
·

Experimental

n = 67

50,76%

·

Control

n = 65

49,24%

Employed
·

Yes

n = 41

31,06%

·

No

n = 91

68,94%

Monthly income
·

No income

n = 59

44,70%

·

R 1 to R 3 200

n = 48

36,36%

·

More than R 3 200

n = 23

17,42%

·

Do not know

n=1

0,76%

·

Social grant

n=1

0,76%

n = 103

78,03%

Access to running water – tap inside the house
·

Yes
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·

No

n = 29

21,97%

Access to running water – tap outside the house
·

Yes

n = 83

62,88%

·

No

n = 14

10,61%

·

Missing info

n = 35

26,51%

Refuse removal
·

Yes

n = 127

96,21%

·

No

n=5

3,79%

Residence
·

Formal dwelling

n = 89

67,42%

·

Informal dwelling

n = 22

16,67%

·

Informal dwelling / shack in a back yard

n = 16

12,12%

·

Informal dwelling / shack not in a back yard

n=5

3,79%

Reason for visiting the clinic
·

Baby the reason for visit to clinic

n = 88

66,67%

·

Caregiver the reason for visit to clinic

n = 44

33,33%

1272
1273

4.3 Responses to questions relating to the label

1274

The responses of the six questions relating to the medicine label were scored and divided into three

1275

categories, namely: not aligned, partially aligned and fully aligned to the model answer that

1276

appeared on each label. These categories were compared to determine if there were any significant

1277

associations between the answer being not aligned, partially aligned or fully aligned and being the

1278

experimental or control group. A summary of the results is provided in Table 4.4, for the

1279

experimental group and Table 4.5, for the control group. The Chi-Square statistical test was used

1280

to determine whether there were significant associations (for example did being in the

1281

experimental group make participants more likely to have a fully aligned answer?).
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1282
1283

Table 4.4: Results of the questions regarding the preparation and use of medication as instructed on the
medication label – experimental group (n = 67).

Question

Question

Question

Question

Question

Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

9,00%

11,90%

20,90%

23,80%

46,20%

3,00%

25,40%

7,50%

44,80%

6,00%

88,00%

62,70%

70,10%

29,90%

46,30%

Not aligned with 11,90%
intended
message
16,40%

Neutral
alignment with
intended
message

Aligned 71,70%

Fully
with

intended

message
Missing answer

-

-

-

1,50%

1,50%

1,50%

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

1284
1285
1286

Table 4.5: Results of the questions regarding the preparation and use of medication as instructed on the
medication label – control group (n = 65)

Question

Question

Question

Question

Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

12,30%

24,60%

60,0%

40,00%

35,40%

3,10%

16,90%

26,20%

35,40%

3,10%

aligned 7,70%

Not
with

Question

intended

message
Partial

10,80%

alignment with
intended
message
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Aligned 81,50%

Fully
with

84,60%

58,50%

12,30%

24,60%

61,50%

-

-

1,50%

-

-

100

100

100

100

100

intended

message
Missing Answer Total

100

1287
1288

4.3.1 What is the name of the medicine?

1289

More participants in the control (81,50%) than the experimental group (71,60%) were fully aligned

1290

with the correct answer for the question “what is the name of the medication” (see Figure 4.1).

1291

However, no significant association was found in the accuracy of responses between the

1292

experimental and control groups (p = 0,407) i.e. being associated with the control group did not

1293

make participants more likely to be fully aligned with the correct answer appearing on the label

1294

than being associated with the experimental group.

1295
1296
1297

Figure 4.1: Accuracy of responses to the question: “what is the name of the medication” obtained from
the experimental group (n = 67) and control group (n = 65) (p= 0,407).
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1298

4.3.2 What should the medicine be used for?

1299

For the question “what should the medicine be used for” more participants from the experimental

1300

group (88,00%) than the control group (84,60%) were fully aligned with the correct answer (see

1301

Figure 4.2). However, no significant association was found in the accuracy of responses between

1302

the experimental and control groups (p = 0,820).

1303
1304
1305

Figure 4.2: Accuracy of responses to the question: “what should the medicine be used for” obtained from
the experimental group (n = 67) and control group (n = 65) (p = 0,820)

1306

4.3.3 How should this medicine be prepared for use?

1307

For the question, “how should this medication be prepared for use”, more participants from the

1308

experimental (62,70%) than the control group (58,50%) were fully aligned with the correct answer

1309

(see Figure 4.3), but no significant association was found (p = 0,127).
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1310
1311
1312

Figure 4.3: Accuracy of responses to the question: “how should this medication be prepared for use”
obtained from the experimental group (n = 67) and control group (n = 65) (p = 0,127).

1313

4.3.4 How much of the medicine should be taken?

1314

For the question “how much of the medicine should be taken”, more participants from the

1315

experimental (70,10%) than the control group (12,30%) were fully aligned with the correct answer.

1316

Most of the control group participants (60,00%), were not aligned with the correct answer (see

1317

Figure 4.4). Chi-square test showed significant association in the responses between experimental

1318

and control groups (p < 0.001). These associations implied that the experimental group was more

1319

likely to have a higher number of participants who were fully aligned than in the control group.
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1320
1321
1322

Figure 4.4: Accuracy of responses to the question: “how much of the medicine should be taken” obtained
from the experimental group (n = 66) and control group (n = 64) (p = 0,000).

1323

4.3.5 When / how often and for how long should the medicine be taken?

1324

For the question “when / how often and for how long should the medicine be taken”, participants

1325

from the experimental and the control groups were either not aligned (40.00%) or partially aligned

1326

(44.80%) with the correct answer (see Figure 4.5), respectively. In the statistical analysis, no

1327

significant association was found between experimental and control groups regarding the

1328

responses (p = 0.154).
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1329
1330
1331
1332

Figure 4.5: Accuracy of responses to the question: “when / how often and for how long should the
medicine be taken” obtained from the experimental group (n = 66) and control group (n = 65), (p =
0,154).

1333

4.3.6 When should this medicine be thrown away?

1334

For the question “when should this medicine be thrown away” more participants from the control

1335

group (61,50%) than the experimental group (46,30%) were fully aligned with the correct answer

1336

(see Figure 4.6). In the statistical analysis, no significant association was found between

1337

experimental and control groups regarding the responses (p = 0,225).
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1338
1339
1340

Figure 4.6: Accuracy of responses to the question: “when should this medicine be thrown away” obtained
from the experimental group (n = 66) and control group (n = 65), (p = 0,225).

1341

The statistical power of this Chi-Square test was calculated posthoc based on the sample size

1342

(n=132) using G*Power version 3.1.9.4. The power was found to be 93% calculated with an effect

1343

size of 0,3 (medium), α-value of 0,5 and degrees of freedom of 1.

1344
1345

4.4 Control group sub-analyses – font size, bold / not bold font types and white space

1346

From the primary analysis, it was noted that font size, white space and bold type face could have

1347

influenced the accuracy of responses for the “text only” control label. An analysis was completed

1348

to determine if these variables could have led to significant differences in the accuracy of the

1349

responses. The different font sizes of the instructions on the routine text-only pack were

1350

determined by comparison with printed samples of Arial font in different point sizes (a common

1351

measure of print size). The fonts on the label and printouts were measured with a ruler (Leat et al.,

1352

2014). The font sizes on the control routine text-only medicine label were found to be equivalent

1353

to 7 (question 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), 18 (question 2), 35 (question 1) and 55 (question 1) pt Arial. A

1354

comparison in responses to questions 1 to 6 with respect to font size was performed using the
56
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1355

Kruskal-Wallis test. This test indicated that there was overall significance (p < 0,001) in the

1356

responses of the six questions regarding the medicine information on the label. Furthermore, post-

1357

hoc analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney U-test in order to determine specifically

1358

where the significance lay. Values were reported as median and range. The results of the Mann-

1359

Whitney U-test are summarized in Appendix G Table G.1.

1360
1361

Statistical significance in the difference in the responses was found in each case for the comparison

1362

of question 1 with questions 3 (p = 0,015), 4 (p = 0,000), 5 (p = 0,000) and 6 (p = 0,000) except

1363

for the comparison of question 1 with question 2 (p = 0,414), where there was no statistical

1364

significant difference. Question 1 was answered better than questions 3, 4, 5 and 6. The bigger

1365

difference in font size between the answers to question 1 (font size 35 and 55 pt Arial) and

1366

questions 3, 4, 5, and 6 (font size 7 pt Arial), could have contributed to a significant difference in

1367

the accuracy of responses. The much smaller difference in font size between the answers to

1368

questions 1 (font size 35 and 55 pt Arial) and 2 (font size 18 pt Arial) could have contributed to

1369

no significant difference found between the responses of these two questions. Answers to both

1370

questions 1 and 2 had white space around it, which also might have improved ease of reading.

1371
1372

Statistical significance in the difference in the responses was found for the comparison of question

1373

2 with the remaining questions 4 (p = 0,000), 5 (p = 0,000) and 6 (p = 0,002), except for the

1374

comparison of question 2 with question 3 (p = 0,120), where there was no significant difference.

1375

Question 2 was answered better than questions 4, 5 and 6. The bigger difference in font size

1376

between the answers to question 2 and questions 4, 5 and 6 could have contributed to significant

1377

difference in responses in these cases. The white space around the answer to question 2 might have

1378

also improved ease of reading.

1379
1380

Statistical significance in the difference in the responses was found in each case for the comparison

1381

of question 3 with all the remaining questions, 4 (p = 0,000), 5 (p = 0,000), and 6 (p = 0,049).

1382

Question 3 was answered better than questions 4, 5 and 6.
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1383

No statistical significance was found in the difference in responses for the comparison of question

1384

4 with question 5 (p = 0,060) which could be attributed to the answers to both questions being the

1385

same font size and not bold font type. A significant difference was found in the difference in

1386

responses for the comparison of questions 4 and 6 (p = 0,000). Question 6 was answered better

1387

than question 4. The only difference between the fonts of the answers to these two questions is that

1388

question 6’s answer was in bold font type.

1389
1390

Statistical significance in the difference in responses was found for the comparison of questions 5

1391

and 6 (p = 0,001). Question 6 was answered better than question 5. The only difference between

1392

the fonts of the answers was that question 5’s answers were in either bold or not bold font type and

1393

question 6’s answer was in all bold font type.

1394
1395

The statistical power of this Mann-Whitney U-test was calculated posthoc based on the sample

1396

size (n=65) using G*Power version 3.1.9.4. The power was found to be 70% calculated with an

1397

effect size of 0,3 (medium) and α-value of 0,5.

1398
1399

4.5 Responses to questions: observed deviation between participant interpretation of the

1400

label and intended message of the label

1401

In response to the question “which instructions were easy to understand”, almost half (33/67) of

1402

the experimental group stated that everything on the label was easy to understand in contrast to

1403

only 18,46% (12/65) of the control group. The experimental group also specified instructions

1404

depicted by pictograms (38/67) to be easy to understand. The rest of the experimental group

1405

(14/67) participants mentioned instructions relating to text to be easy to understand, including

1406

small font text surrounded with white space, pictograms and small font text, pictograms and all

1407

text, small font text and large font text. The control group mentioned instructions relating to large

1408

font text (26/65), small font text (11/65) and bold font type text (6/65) to be easy to understand. In

1409

addition, almost half of the control group (31/65) found the preparation of medication easy to

1410

understand.
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1411

In response to the question: “Which instructions were difficult to understand?”, approximately two

1412

thirds (43/67) of the participants in the experimental group indicated that they did not find anything

1413

difficult about the text-and-pictogram instructions while approximately one third (22/65) of the

1414

control group participants indicated that they did not find anything difficult about the label with

1415

routine instructions. The positive effect of a pictogram was evident for the question relating to

1416

medicine dosage, where more control participants (15/65) reported this instruction was difficult to

1417

understand, when compared to the experimental group (1/67). The most difficult instruction for

1418

both the experimental (20/67) and control (16/65) participants, was reported to be related to the

1419

indications for use question, question 5, which was in text only on the experimental label.

1420
1421

In response to the question for the reasons why participants thought they might have

1422

misunderstood the instructions on the label, a third of the control participants (22/65) indicated

1423

that they could not see the information on the medicine label, whereas for the experimental group

1424

this did not seem to be a problem (1/67). The second most prevalent reason that both groups

1425

(experimental n = 10 and control n = 9) gave was that they did not understand what was written

1426

on the label. Other reasons for not understanding the instructions included not being familiar with

1427

the medication, difficulty understanding English, difficulty in reading label information and being

1428

illiterate.

1429
1430

The majority of participants (63/67) from the experimental group agreed that the pictograms on

1431

the label were helpful for them to understand the label. The control participants provided

1432

suggestions on what they thought might have helped them understand the routine label better. A

1433

quarter of these participants (16/65) indicated that pictures, larger font size (6/65) and more

1434

understandable language (6/65) would have helped them to interpret the medicine label better.

1435

Other suggestions included inclusion of more languages, more information, and an explanation by

1436

the health care provider.
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1437

4.6 Participants’ suggestions on how to improve medicine labels

1438

The most frequent suggestion from both groups (experimental 31/67; control 17/65) on how to

1439

improve medication labels was to add pictures to it. Some participants had no suggestions

1440

(experimental 13/67; control 16/65). Participants’ responses could be further subdivided into

1441

suggestions to improve the readability of the label and using simpler and more explicit language

1442

to improve their understanding of the medicine label. In terms of understanding, experimental

1443

participants wanted more clarity on when to take the medicine (7/67), more explicitly specified

1444

quantities for preparation and dosage (5/67), use simpler language (7/67) and more languages on

1445

the label (2/67). In terms of readability, participants suggested bigger font.

1446
1447

In terms of understanding, control participants suggested using different languages on the label

1448

(7/65), adding verbal explanations (4/65), more explicit instructions on when to take the

1449

medication (2/65), what to use the medicine for and to use simple language. Control group

1450

participants also had various suggestions of improving the readability of the medicine label such

1451

as moving information to the front of the label (3/65), bigger font (3/65), bigger containers, use

1452

arrows to show what to do, information should be in point form, give step by step instructions, and

1453

use better contrast between writing and background.

1454
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1455

Chapter 5: Discussion

1456
1457

The primary aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of the interpretation of medicine use

1458

instructions from two different OR medication labels – the control ‘routine text-only’ label and an

1459

experimental label with ‘text-and-pictograms’. The purpose of this study was to mimic normal

1460

practices of the dispensing of OR packages at CHCs in Cape Town and determine how well

1461

participants understood the instructions for use from the medication label only, as this is often the

1462

only information available in healthcare clinics and government hospitals. This discussion section

1463

will discuss the results firstly in terms of demographics of the participants and how these are

1464

matched with previous pictogram studies, secondly the effect that pictograms and text had on the

1465

accuracy of interpretation of participants, and thirdly in terms of text only on the OR medicine

1466

labels.

1467
1468

Even though most of our participants were in the educational group of having completed education

1469

level between grade 7 and 12 (90,00%), the number of years of formal schooling cannot predict

1470

literacy (Remshardt, 2011). With literacy defined as the ability to read and write (Oxford

1471

Dictionaries, 2019), health literacy is more than the ability to read or write and involves accurate

1472

interpretation of health information and using it for its “best benefit” (Remshardt, 2011). Patients

1473

with inadequate literacy also have less health-related knowledge and healthcare workers should

1474

mitigate the effects of low literacy by communicating more clearly with patients (DeWalt and

1475

Pignone, 2005).

1476
1477

Low literacy or illiteracy is only part of the complicated compliance issue, but if you cannot read

1478

or understand medicine information, you are effectively not taking part in the patient healthcare

1479

relationship (Remshardt, 2011). There is also an important link between low literacy and a lack of

1480

desire to take part in medical decision making (DeWalt et al., 2007). In addition to health and

1481

illness challenges, problems with literacy become a “silent disability”, a disability which can be
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1482

targeted with medical information materials at the patient’s level of understanding (Conlin and

1483

Schumann, 2002).

1484
1485

Most participants were female (92,67%). Women, traditionally, have better health seeking

1486

behavior than men and would more frequently seek medical help (O' Brien, et al., 2005). This

1487

demographic compares well with the same demographic in studies of the literature review, where

1488

eight of the nine studies reported more female than male participants. Most of the participants in

1489

our study were in the age group 21 to 29 years. The reason for this could be that our study

1490

participants were recruited outside the paediatric clinic, where young mothers between the ages of

1491

21 and 29 years brought their children for a visit to the clinic.

1492
1493

Differences in numbers of participants in the experimental and control groups from the different

1494

educational, age and language groups were statistically compared. There were no significant

1495

differences or associations in numbers between the groups. In addition, participant ability to tell

1496

the time from a watch was noted. The effect of language (Afrikaans, English or isiXhosa) on the

1497

understanding of information on the labels was not evaluated.

1498
1499

Two questions that directly pertained to the interpretation of pictograms and text on the

1500

experimental medicine label, included the pictogram pertaining to dosing of OR solution and four

1501

sequential pictograms illustrating the preparation of OR solution. The question “how much of the

1502

medicine should be taken” was the only question that showed statistical significance in the results

1503

with a P-value of 0,00. The correct answer appeared as a single pictogram of a little boy drinking

1504

from a glass with the text “half a cup after each loose stool” underneath it. This was the last

1505

pictogram in a series of five pictograms on the front of the experimental label. The positive effects

1506

of pictograms was consistent with other studies carried out in South Africa (Dowse and Ehlers,

1507

2005; Mansoor and Dowse, 2003) where text-only medicine information was compared with text-

1508

and-pictogram information. One study tested the understanding of medicine pictograms on labels

1509

for antibiotics with isiXhosa speaking participants (Dowse and Ehlers, 2005) and the second tested
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1510

a label and PIL for an antifungal for the mouth with local African population participants, mostly

1511

from the Xhosa ethnic group (Mansoor and Dowse, 2003). Both studies reported that the presence

1512

of pictograms on medicine labels had a significantly positive influence on the understanding of

1513

medicine instructions.

1514
1515

Some of the participants in this study specifically mentioned the picture of the little boy who was

1516

shown drinking the medication on the experimental label. In this study, it was not tested how the

1517

boy in the picture was perceived by different cultural and language groups. It has been noted in

1518

the literature that pictograms developed for specific cultural groups, tend to produce higher levels

1519

of comprehension and are more preferred (Dowse and Ehlers, 2001). When creating pictograms,

1520

cultural norms of dress, hair, gestures, facial expressions, objects and buildings should be

1521

considered (Montagne, 2013). Symbols that are specific to a culture will not translate to other

1522

groups (Montagne, 2013). In a Canadian study to determine if linguistically and culturally diverse

1523

individuals would interpret pictogram instructions for medicines differently, participants in three

1524

different language groups, from the Cantonese-speaking Chinese community, the Punjabi-

1525

speaking East Indian community and the Somali-speaking Somali community pointed out that

1526

many of the pictograms in the study contained confusing and ambiguous elements (Kassam et al.,

1527

2004).

1528
1529

In terms of participants’ preferences and understanding of the labels, most of the participants in

1530

the experimental group agreed that the pictograms were helpful for aiding their understanding of

1531

the medicine label. Almost half of the experimental group participants identified the pictograms

1532

to be easy to understand as compared to the rest of the information on the label. This was most

1533

evident in the identification of the dosage question where more control participants had difficulty

1534

in understanding the text only instructions as compared to the experimental group who hardly

1535

mentioned this question to be difficult. Indeed, both control and experimental participants

1536

suggested pictograms or pictures as suggestions to understand the medicine label better. In other

1537

studies where text-and-pictogram presentations were compared, participants also indicated
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1538

preference for pictogram presentations (Thompson et al., 2010; Mansoor and Dowse, 2003; Dowse

1539

et al., 2011; Dowse and Ehlers, 2005; Dowse and Ehlers, 2004)

1540
1541

It seemed that it was easier for the respondents to find the answer to a question that was presented

1542

in one pictogram, compared to finding the answer in four pictograms and text, as in the question

1543

relating to the preparation for use. This question required the participants in the experimental group

1544

to translate four sequential pictograms and accompanying text of the instructions for use on the

1545

front of the experimental pack, into their answer. Although the answer to this question was in

1546

pictogram and text format, the experimental participants found it difficult to mention all four steps

1547

of the preparation process in their answer. This seems to support literature that states that a logical

1548

sequence of the pictograms may be interpreted differently for viewers who struggle to read

1549

(Montagne, 2013) and multi-step instructions are confusing to patients (Wolf et al., 2006). In our

1550

study group, most of our participants were in the grade 7 to 12 educational level, but adults read

1551

three to five grade levels lower than their number of school years completed (Doak et al., 1996).

1552

The sequence of pictograms was therefore not interpreted well. No more information could be

1553

found in the literature regarding the use of pictogram sequences for a single medicine instruction.

1554

In a study which tested a leaflet containing ARV information targeted for low-literate readers, no

1555

indication was given how many pictograms illustrated key concepts (Dowse et al., 2011).

1556
1557

In a systematic review which forms part of this study, five of the nine studies reviewed did not

1558

specify the number of pictograms which were tested for understanding, adherence to, recalling and

1559

finding the instructions to the medication regimen in the text. It was therefore difficult to compare

1560

studies in terms of number of pictograms. Only one of the nine studies mentioned the use of a

1561

sequence of pictograms to explain a single concept (Braich et al., 2011). A series of illustrated

1562

pictograms in study F (Braich et al., 2011) indicted the use of four pictograms to illustrate the

1563

application of the medicine (eye drops). The authors did not indicate whether this short series of

1564

pictogram instructions was difficult for the participants to understand. More robust studies should

1565

be done to assess the patients’ ability to manage more than one pictogram per instruction.
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1566
1567

However, even though patients with low-literacy could gain the most from the use of pictograms

1568

(Montagne, 2013), it is important to explain them to patients and provide the intended meaning

1569

through counseling (Joshi and Kothiyal, 2011; Montagne, 2013). In our study, pictograms were

1570

not explained to participants before asking the participant to interpret the pictograms. Yet, in the

1571

explanatory questions, some participants suggested that the labels be explained better. The

1572

effectiveness of pictograms on understanding of medication instructions is greatly increased when

1573

patients are trained on the intended meaning of the pictograms (Montagne, 2013). Prior

1574

explanation of the pictograms assists in recall of the medication instructions (Joshi and Kothiyal,

1575

2011) and time should be taken to explain the pictograms to patients (Dowse and Ehlers, 2005).

1576
1577

In addition to the possibility that the sequence of pictograms might have been confusing to

1578

participants to mention the preparation of the medication, they could not answer this question

1579

significantly more accurately than the control group for which these instructions were in small and

1580

more hidden text on the back of the control pack. Indeed, almost half of the control group

1581

participants (31/65) reported that they found the instructions for the preparation of medication easy

1582

to understand. The reason for this could be a high baseline knowledge of OR solution preparation

1583

for both groups due to an ongoing OR awareness program, conducted by the Western Cape

1584

Government Department of Health in collaboration with the City of Cape Town. This OR

1585

awareness program involves the dispensing of a plastic bottle (Figure 5.1) with instructions of how

1586

to prepare the OR solution. The plastic OR solution bottle is dispensed at all the CHCs that

1587

participated in this study. The instructions for the preparation of OR solution are printed on the

1588

bottle in English, Afrikaans and isiXhosa (P Moosa, personal communication, 16 August 2018).

1589

This awareness program could have contributed to a higher level of accurate responses to the

1590

preparation of OR solution for the control group, with the result that no significant difference was

1591

found between the experimental and control groups. A person’s existing medicine knowledge,

1592

from doctors, pharmacists, packaging design and other public or private sources, affects safe usage

1593

of the medicine regimen (Wilke et al., 2011). With the high prevalence of diarrhoea and in areas
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1594

where the baseline knowledge is not high, pictograms could assist with understanding and

1595

adherence when presented as a single pictogram per instruction.

Instructions written on the OR solution
bottle:
● Wash your hands with soap and
water.
● Wash bottle and spoon in clean
water.
● Measure one liter of clean drinking
water.
● Add 8 level teaspoons of sugar.
● Add half a level teaspoon of salt.
● Mix well.
● Give the drink often, a little at a
time.

1596
1597

Figure 5.1: Plastic bottle with instructions for a home-made sugar and salt mixture, which the Western
Cape Department of Health dispenses to patients at the health care facilities

1598
1599

In terms of the comparison between the experimental and control groups accuracy of responses to

1600

the other questions, no significant difference was found in the accuracy of interpretation of text

1601

between the experimental and control OR medicine labels. However, a trend was noted between

1602

the good responses for both groups for the name and indication of the medicine as compared to
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1603

the poor responses for dosage, instructions for use and storage instructions. On the experimental

1604

pack the name of the medication appeared on the front and back of the medicine pack, in regular

1605

font size with all the other information that is legally required to be on the pack. On the control

1606

pack the name appeared on the front and back of the pack and stood out clearly in large font size

1607

– the only other text on the front of the control pack was the indication for use. The larger font size

1608

on both packs seemed to make it easy for the participants to read the product name. Indeed, a study

1609

of Bernard et al. (2003), where two font sizes were compared, confirmed that a larger 12-point

1610

Arial typeface was generally preferred by participants as compared to a smaller 10-point Arial

1611

typeface, which was generally read slower (Bernard et al., 2003). In addition to font size, the

1612

prominence of the words (in terms of position and bold font) on the pack is also important and

1613

improved use of spacing can increase legibility and understanding (Leat et al., 2014; Shrank et al.,

1614

2007).

1615
1616

Medicine labels or any form of written patient information is commonly evaluated according to

1617

two primary criteria, namely readability and understanding. Readability or legibility relates to the

1618

ability of patients to identify / locate /find / acquire specific information on the written document.

1619

Readability has been correlated with font size, white space, bold font, among others (Leat et al.,

1620

2014; Shrank et al., 2007). Readability is a pre-requisite for understanding of the information.

1621

Understanding of health information has been correlated with language and terminology (Berkman

1622

et al, 2010; Herrera et al., 2019; La Caze, 2018).

1623
1624

The aspect of readability was most notable in the answer to the first two questions (medication

1625

name and indication) for both groups. In addition, the control group sub-analysis showed a

1626

significantly better correct answer for question 1 and 2 as compared to the other questions.

1627

Research with respect to the presentation of the trade name on medicine labels confirms the

1628

widespread practice to use large, bold font types and bright colours to give it the most prominence

1629

(Prescrire Editorial Staff, 2017; Pons et al., 2019; Lalor, 2011). Although the name was clearly

1630

identified in this instance, the large font size in which the trade name was presented on the control
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1631

pack is not ideal in medication packaging and in promoting medication use. For decades,

1632

insufficient prominence has been given on the medicine label to the medication’s international

1633

non-proprietary name (INN). The result has been that patients find it difficult to identify the

1634

composition of their medication, with all the risks that are associated with potentially taking

1635

incorrect medication (Prescrire Editorial Staff, 2017). At the healthcare clinics in South Africa,

1636

medicines are bought by the state on a tender basis, with subsequent changes in the trade name as

1637

new tenders are awarded. This can be confusing to the patient, who would find it difficult to

1638

identify the medication that was prescribed for them and could result in them taking twice the

1639

proper dose if they take two different brands of the different medicines containing the same active

1640

ingredient (Hoffman and Proulx, 2003). Medical aids in South Africa also prefer that retail and

1641

hospital pharmacies dispense the lowest cost generic medication to the patient. More prominence

1642

should therefore be given to the generic name of the medication, in a large enough font size for

1643

the patient to identify.

1644
1645

The name and indication for use of the medicine was printed on the front of the high-gloss,

1646

aluminium foil, control medicine pack in large font size which made it easy for the patient to read

1647

the information. Reflective foil reduces the visibility of information, but in this case, with the

1648

information printed in a dark print in a high contrasting colour, (Pons et al., 2019) the participants

1649

recognized the information very well as indicated by the number of participants who were fully

1650

aligned to the intended message. Information should rather be printed on non-reflective matt foils

1651

(Pons et al., 2019) or non-glossy paper (Leat et al., 2014). The medicine information on the back

1652

of the control medicine pack was printed on a white matt finish which covered the glossy

1653

aluminium foil.

1654
1655

The statement referring to the indication for use, “For prevention of dehydration during diarrhoea”,

1656

is stated on the front and back of the experimental pack in regular font size, not bold font type,

1657

directly underneath the name of the medicine. On the front of the control pack the indication is

1658

stated as “for rehydration” in large font size. On the back of the control pack, “powder for oral
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1659

rehydration therapy” appears in regular font size and bold font type in the centre of the medicine

1660

pack. Underneath this wording, the following sentence appears in regular font size, not bold font

1661

type – “for the treatment of electrolyte and fluid depletion associated with diarrhoea”. This position

1662

on the back of the control pack is the only place where it is indicated that the medication should

1663

be used for dehydration that is associated with diarrhoea. On both the experiment and control

1664

packs, the indication for use was in readable, large font size, surrounded with white space and

1665

positioned as such that it was easily recognizable amongst the other text and it was clearly visible

1666

for the participants in both groups. This all contributed to clear understanding of the information

1667

by both the experimental and control groups.

1668
1669

In contrast to the experimental group, question 4, “how much of the medicine should be taken”,

1670

was the most poorly answered of all the control group’s questions. For the control group almost a

1671

fifth (17,00%) of the participants from this group indicated that they did not see this answer (i.e.

1672

poor readability). The correct answer “administer in frequent small volumes” appeared in the

1673

centre on the back of the medicine pack in approximately 7 point font size and normal font type

1674

amongst other text. To prevent patients from missing important information, the readability of text

1675

should also be improved by surrounding it with white space and using larger font sizes (Shrank et

1676

al., 2007). An increase in the readability of this information, would have had a positive impact on

1677

understanding of the medicine instructions.

1678
1679

The text “administer in frequent small volumes” could be recognized better by patients through

1680

the use of simplified language or avoiding medical jargon and unfamiliar words (La Caze, 2018).

1681

Understanding of the words used on the medicine label information is critical to safe and effective

1682

use of medication (Kheir et al., 2014). Even though most of the participants were in the grade 7 to

1683

12 education group (90,00%), the individuals’ ability to read and understand prescription labels,

1684

may have been significantly worse than their general literacy because of unfamiliar vocabulary

1685

(difficult words) and concepts (e.g. administer instead of take, frequent instead of often) on the

1686

prescription label (Wolf et al., 2007; Lalor, 2011).
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1687

Participants in both groups also struggled to find the required text to answer the question, “when

1688

/ how often and for how long should the medicine be taken”. This question comprised of two

1689

questions in one. This aspect could be included in future studies when assessing understanding of

1690

medicine information by low literate patients. Both parts of the question were also interpretive,

1691

with more than one answer which could be found on the label.

1692
1693

For the experimental group, the answer to the question “when should this medicine be thrown

1694

away”, appeared in regular font size and type, as the last text in the right hand column on the back

1695

of the sachet. There is white space directly after the statement “do not keep mixture for more than

1696

24 hours” from which the answer is derived. For the control group the answer appeared in regular

1697

font size and bold font type. Bold font type should be used to highlight key information (Aldridge,

1698

2004) and the bold font type could have made it easier for the control group participants to

1699

recognize and read the answer and thereby enhance understanding of the information.

1700
1701

Readability and comprehension should be enhanced with the use of larger fonts and white space.

1702

In addition, lists, headers, and the use of simple language and logical organization of the

1703

information could aid the patient in recognizing and understanding information (Shrank et al.,

1704

2007). Adequate font size may be tricky for manufacturers, because OR dry mixture packs are

1705

often dispensed without a PIL and therefore, all the information that is legally required to be given

1706

to the patient, needs to appear on the medicine label. Manufacturers need to add a substantial

1707

amount of information on the label of a single pack to include information such as the indication

1708

for use and dosage and directions for use, which will normally appear on the PIL. Inevitably

1709

reducing the font size to accommodate the required information makes it difficult for the patient

1710

to find the pertinent information.

1711
1712

The South African Health Products Regulatory Authority (SAHPRA) guidelines for PILs state that

1713

“pictograms may be used as an additional measure if they make the message clearer to the patient,

1714

but be without any element of a promotional nature” (National Department of Health, 2014 p. 5).
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1715

Other requirements from this guideline include the use of English and one other official language,

1716

the use of bullet points where appropriate, the use of bold font type for the headings, text should

1717

be phrased so that it is readily intelligible for the patient, and where a specialised term is used, an

1718

explanation should be given (National Department of Health, 2014 p. 5). This guideline thus

1719

provides opportunity for industry to implement the use of pictograms and other elements that could

1720

assist the low literate patient in understanding medicine information.

1721
1722

Another aspect of pictograms that was not relevant in this study, but that might have had an effect

1723

on identification and interpretation of the medicine label is the addition of colour to the label.

1724

Colours

1725

Background and text colour also have an impact on reading performance (Wu and Yuan, 2003).

1726

Future studies could assess culturally appropriate colours and how colour impacts the

1727

understanding of pharmaceutical pictograms and text.

may

have

different

meanings

in

different

cultures

(Montagne,

2013).

1728
1729

5.1 Limitations

1730

This explorative study focused on participants’ interpretation of information from an OR dry

1731

mixture sachet label. Explorative studies do not generalize well but through explorative studies,

1732

general statements and hypotheses can be developed and these can be tested for generality in

1733

studies that follow (Mayring, 2007).

1734
1735

A factor that we did not investigate was the dual language on the routinely dispensed medicine

1736

pack. As per regulation, the instructions on the routine text-only pack were in two of the official

1737

languages, Afrikaans and English and the instructions on the experimental pack were in English

1738

only (‘text-and-pictogram' instructions). Most of the participants (63,63%) who were recruited for

1739

the study, were Afrikaans speaking. The Afrikaans speaking participants in the control group might

1740

have had an advantage with instructions on the medicine label in their home language, compared

1741

to the Afrikaans speaking participants in the experimental group who did not receive instructions

1742

in Afrikaans. The sample sizes were too small to determine if Afrikaans speaking participants
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1743

preferred reading the control label in their home language. We also did not investigate whether

1744

participants who spoke IsiXhosa or another language, might have had a disadvantage to read the

1745

Afrikaans on the experimental and Afrikaans and English on the control labels. Language issues

1746

hinders equitable and effective delivery of public healthcare (Deumert, 2010) and this is an

1747

important factor that should be considered in future research on this topic.

1748
1749

A health literacy test was not administered to the participants. The most commonly used literacy

1750

test in a medical setting is the REALM tool. However, validation testing of the REALM in

1751

developing countries suggests the use of validated test items in local language for reliable results

1752

(Rathnakar et al., 2014).

1753
1754

In this study an existing label with pictograms was used and members of the community were not

1755

consulted for the creation of pictograms, therefore pictograms were not necessarily culturally

1756

sensitive. Points to take into account when developing pictograms for a target audience, include

1757

engaging with participants of the target audience (Montagne, 2013) pilot-testing of pictograms

1758

among a small sample of potential users (Kheir et al., 2014) considering the education level of the

1759

target group, symbols that are simple and familiar to the target group, pre-testing pictograms in

1760

real-life settings, incorporating modifications and retesting of the pictograms until the

1761

interpretation errors reach a minimum (Kassam, et al., 2004). Design thinking would be an option

1762

to test pictogram prototypes with patients until an acceptable pictogram is identified (Kheir et al.,

1763

2014).

1764
1765

Good Clinical Practice (GCP) Guidelines (Department of Health, 2006) states that verbal consent

1766

should be obtained in the presence of and countersigned by a literate witness if the participant is

1767

illiterate. Our Informed Consent Form did not make provision for a witness to countersign. There

1768

were no illiterate participants in our study.

1769
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1770

The Individual Interview Outline, Study Information Sheet and Informed Consent Form in our

1771

study were only available in English. Good Clinical Practice Guidelines (Department of Health,

1772

2006) stipulates that special consideration should be given to groups not having English as a first

1773

language. The primary concern was that the written documents (study information sheet and

1774

informed consent form) could not be provided to patients in their preferred language. To mitigate

1775

this, the trained data collectors in this study could speak Afrikaans and isiXhosa and translated

1776

the documents written in English for patients who could not understand English.
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1777

Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations

1778
1779

The primary aim of this study was to compare the difference in interpretation of OR medication

1780

labels with “text-and-pictograms” instructions with labels containing “routine text-only”

1781

instructions, among patients attending CHCs in Cape Town. In order to achieve these objectives

1782

a literature review was conducted on the benefits of using pictograms in the pharmaceutical care

1783

of patients, and compare two groups of participants’ interpretation of two medicine labels, one

1784

with text and pictograms and one with routine text only instructions.

1785
1786

6.1 Conclusion

1787

The studies in the literature review indicated that pictograms were beneficial in aiding in

1788

understanding of medicine information in low literate patient populations and across languages.

1789

Understanding is further enhanced with the aid of a verbal explanation and when pictograms are

1790

designed in collaboration with the target population.

1791
1792

This study showed that text-and- pictogram medicine information was interpreted better than text

1793

only medicine labels in terms of interpreting a single pictogram. The use of large font size, bold

1794

text and white space had a positive impact on the identification of text on medicine labels.

1795
1796

Sequences of pictograms is an important tool that can be used to represent medication messages

1797

to low literate patients. With the aid of the target audience, a participative design process with end-

1798

user feedback can result in pictogram sequences that are easy to understand and which can

1799

potentially increase medicine safety for this vulnerable population.

1800
1801

Visual communication aids like pictograms are effective as a tool to help patients understand

1802

medicine label instructions. The use of large font size, bold text and white space has a positive

1803

impact on the recognition of important text. This study data provides valuable information on the

1804

use of pictograms and text to aid low literate patients to understand medicine information, and
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1805

should serve to guide future efforts in further research for using a combination of text and

1806

pictograms as an aid to understanding medicine labels.

1807
1808

6.2 Recommendations

1809

Since there is limited South African data available on patients’ understanding of medication use,

1810

adherence rates to prescribed medication regimen, hospitalisation or even death due to non-

1811

adherence, it would be recommended that more research needs to be done to understand the effect

1812

of poor understanding of the label on medication use.

1813
1814

Pictograms are interpreted differently by different cultures (Montagne, 2013) and future studies in

1815

the Western Cape could focus on differences in the accuracy of interpretation of pictograms by

1816

different ethnic and language groups.

1817
1818

This study was conducted in clinics located in an urban setting. Further studies in a rural setting

1819

will be a useful investigation.

1820
1821

Another topic well worth exploring in future studies in the Western Cape, is the effect that

1822

explaining pictograms to patients have on the understanding and recalling of medicines

1823

instructions. Patients with low literacy are at risk of poor health and possible adverse events if they

1824

do not understand their medication information. Even though pictograms assist with patient

1825

understanding of medicine use, it is important to explain it to patients to ensure maximal efficacy.

1826
1827

Cell phone technology has the potential to aid in increasing medicine safety and improving health

1828

outcomes by sending daily reminders in pictogram format to low literate patients. We live in an

1829

era of smart phones and the advantage it offers is well worth exploring.

1830
1831

More robust studies should be done to assess the patients’ ability to manage more than one

1832

pictogram in the situation where a medicine instruction includes a sequence of pictograms.
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1833

To prevent the use of confusing and ambiguous elements being used in pictograms, best practice

1834

would be to develop pictograms with the aid of the target population. With SAHPRA allowing the

1835

use of pictograms, the challenge remains for industry to introduce and implement culturally

1836

sensitive pictograms into routine practice.
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Appendix C: Study Information Sheet
Dr Mea van Huyssteen
Pharmacy building, First floor Room F6
School of Pharmacy, University of the Western
Cape
Robert Sobukwe Road, Bellville, 7535
Tel: (021) 959 2864
Ms Jeanne Heyns
39 Hawkins Avenue
Epping Industria 1, 7460
Tel: (021) 507 4844

The effectiveness of using pictograms and text on medication labels at primary healthcare
facilities in Cape Town
Invitation
You are being asked to take part in a research study on the understanding that patients have of
the medicine label. The study will be conducted by Jeanne Heyns, a Master’s Degree student at
the School of Pharmacy at the University of the Western Cape. The supervisor of the study is Dr
Mea van Huyssteen.
Before you make a decision on whether you would like to take part in this study, I would like to
tell you a bit more about this study and answer all the questions that you may have. If you would
like to participate in the study, I will ask you to sign a consent form. A copy of this study
information sheet will be given to you for your own records. You may decide to stop being a part
of the research study at any time without explanation. You have the right to ask that any data you
have supplied to that point be withdrawn / destroyed. There are no negative consequences if you
choose not to take part in this study.
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Purpose
The aim of the study is to evaluate the use of pictograms on medication labels in CHCs of the
Cape Metropole, and establish how well the pictogram conveys its meaning and if there is any
benefit for the patient to use pictograms. The study is for patients with no education or patients
who have completed some or all 7 grades of primary school education. I would also like to
compile recommendations or ways to improve medication labels for patients.
Procedures
Interviews will be conducted at the CHCs by the research pharmacist. Participant will be asked
specific questions about the medicine label to determine their understanding of the instructions
on the medicine label.
Participants’ Rights
You will not be identified in any way. You have the right to withdraw from the study at any time
without an explanation. You have the right to have all your questions about this study material
answered.
Risks and Benefits
There is no risk for you in this study. You may experience the benefit of better understanding of
how to take your medication.
Confidentiality
The data I collect will not contain any personal information. Your name will not be mentioned in
any of the study reports. Study material will be kept in a secure location under lock and key.
Only the research team will have access to this material and it will be destroyed after the
research output has been published.
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Voluntary Participations
If you would like to take part in the study you will be asked to sign the consent form.
Participating in this study will not cost you any money and you will not be paid for your
participation. We will only take about 10 minutes of your time.
Contact Information
I will be glad to answer your questions about this research study at any time. If you have any
questions now, you may ask them. Alternatively you can contact me at:
39 Hawkins Avenue
Epping Industria 1, 7460
Tel: (021) 507 4844
E-mail: jeanne.a.heyns@gsk.com
or
Dr Mea van Huyssteen
Pharmacy building, First floor Room F6
School of Pharmacy, University of the Western Cape
Robert Sobukwe Road, Bellville, 7535
Tel: (021) 959 2864
Email: mvanhuyssteen@uwc.ac.za

The committees giving ethical approval for this study is the UWC Faculty board Research and
Ethics Committee and the UWC Senate Research Committee. If you have any problems or
questions about this study you can also contact the Ethics committee directly at telephone
number 021 959 3170.
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Appendix D: Informed Consent Form
Dr Mea van Huyssteen
Pharmacy building, First floor Room F6,
School of Pharmacy, University of the Western
Cape,
Robert Sobukwe Road, Bellville, 7535
Tel: (021) 959 2864
Ms Jeanne Heyns
39 Hawkins Avenue,
Epping Industria 1, 7460
Tel: (021) 507 4844
Informed consent for patients who are invited to participate in the research project titled:
The effectiveness of using pictograms and text on medication labels at primary healthcare
facilities in Cape Town
Date: _________________________________
Name of participant: ______________________________________________
Unique identifier assigned to participant: _______________________________
Name of person taking consent: ______________________________________
I have been invited to participate in research about understanding of the medicine label, by
patients.
I have read the information that follows / the information that follows has been read to me in a
language that I understand and I understand the objectives of the study.
I have been provided with a study information sheet and I was given the opportunity to ask
questions about it. The questions I asked have been answered to my satisfaction.
I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time.
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I understand that the information that I provide will not be a test of how clever I am, but will be
valuable to the researcher to understand where improvements can be made on how to provide
information regarding the medication.
I understand that my name will not be mentioned with any of the information I provide.
I understand that all information I provide will be kept secure by the researchers.
I hereby give voluntarily consent to be a participant in this study.

Print Name of Participant: __________________
Signature of Participant: ___________________
Date: ____________________

dd/mm/yyyy

Statement by the researcher / person taking consent:
I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant, and to the best of my
ability made sure that the participant understands the information sheet. I confirm that the
participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, and all the questions asked
by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability. I confirm that the
individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the consent has been given freely and
voluntarily. A copy of this Informed Consent Form has been provided to the participant.
Print Name of Researcher / person taking the consent: ________________________
Signature of Researcher / person taking the consent: __________________________
Date: ____________________

dd/mm/yyyy
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Appendix E: Individual Interview Outline

Dr Mea van Huyssteen
Pharmacy building, First floor Room F6
School of Pharmacy, University of the Western
Cape
Robert Sobukwe Road, Bellville, 7535
Tel: (021) 959 2864
Ms Jeanne Heyns
39 Hawkins Avenue
Epping Industria 1, 7460
Tel: (021) 507 4844

The effectiveness of using pictograms and text on medication labels at primary healthcare
facilities in Cape Town
Unique Identifier:

_________________________________

Name of interviewer:
Date:

_____________________________

___________________________________________

Location (facility name):

___________________________

Duration of interview (in minutes):

___________________

Introduction
Good day, my name is [________________]. I would like to find out more about your
understanding of how to take your medication. Your name will not be mentioned with any of the
information that you share with me. The results of all the interviews will be used to learn more
about what patients understand on how to use their medication and will be recorded in the write-
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up of a research study. The information that you provide will not be a test of how clever you are,
but will be valuable to us for understanding where we can improve on how we provide information
regarding your medication.
Interviewer instructions


Provided informed consent and other background information.



Asked interviewee for permission to record the interview.



Collected the following relevant information during the introduction phase.
Male



Female



Married



Single



Divorced



Gender:

Marital status:

Residence:

Formal dwelling
Informal Dwelling / shack in backyard
Informal Dwelling / shack NOT in backyard
Other

Age:






___________________

Home language:

Afrikaans
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English
Educational level:



No Schooling



Grade 1 - 3



Grade 1 - 6



Grade 7 - 12



Tertiary



Reason for visiting the CHC: __________________________________________________
Are you able to tell me what the time is by looking at this watch:

Are you employed:

Monthly income:

Yes



No



No income



R 1 to R 3 200



More than R 3 200

Yes



No





Access to running water from a tap inside your house:

Access to running water from a tap outside your house:

Yes



No



Yes



No
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Refuse removal:

Never



Yes



If the answer to any of the below questions was “yes” except for the last question, the patient
will not be able to take part in the study:


Do you have problems with your eye sight so that you have difficulty seeing pictures on a
paper?
Yes







No



Do you feel that you are too ill take part in this study?
Yes



No

Do you have trouble hearing?
Yes







No



Can you speak English / Afrikaans / isiXhosa?
Yes



No



Research Questions
Allocate participant to:

Control group (‘routine instructions’)
Experimental group (‘text and pictogram’)

Present the allocated medication label to the patient and ask the following questions:
•

What is the name of the medication?

•

Model answer: Oral Rehydration Mixture

•

What should the medicine be used for?

•

Model answer: diarrhoea
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•

How should this medication be prepared for use?

•

Model answer: boil and cool one liter of water, add the contents of the packet to the
cooled water and mix until all crystals are dissolved.

•

How much of the medicine should be taken?

•

Model answer: Half a cup after each loose stool

•

When/how often and for how long should the medicine be taken?

•

Model answer: Half a cup of the solution after each loose stool until diarrhea resolves,
or if 24 hours elapse after making up the solution

•

When should this medication be thrown away?

•

Model answer: Within 24 hours of the time it was made up

The responses are recorded and on the basis of the answers the patient is categorized according
to the Likert Scale as follows:
1.

Not aligned with intended message (way off the model answer, not even close)

2.

Partially aligned with intended message (some aspects of the model answer)

3.

Fully aligned with intended message (the model answer)

Explain to the patient the intended message of the medication label. The following set of
questions is asked to establish the patients’ perception of the labeling practices and their
opinion of the respective medication label:
•

Which instructions were easy to understand?

•

Which instructions were difficult to understand?
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•

What do you think could be the reason why you did not understand the instructions?

•

(Only for those in the experimental group). Were the pictograms on the label helpful
or hindering to your understanding of the medication instructions?

•

(Only for those in the control group). What do you think might help you interpret
medication labels better?

The patient is asked for any suggestions that could help him/her understand the medicine label
better:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Interviewer script
Thank you very much for taking the time to look at the labels and answer the questions. The
results of this study will be available soon. If you would like to know what the results are,
please contact the research pharmacist at the following contact details:
Jeanne Heyns
39 Hawkins Avenue
Epping Industria 1, 7460
Tel: (021) 507 4844
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Appendix F Table F.1: Participant responses to Question 1 to 6, scored according to a Likert scale in relation to the intended therapeutic
message on the medication label

medicine?

Question 1: What is the name of the

Questions

Model answer:

Scoring* on Likert scale:

Model answer: control

Scoring* on Likert scale:

experimental group

experimental group

group

control group

Oral Rehydration

3: “Oral Rehydration

Name of medication** for

3: “Name of the

Mixture.

Mixture”.

rehydration / powder for oral

medication**” / “name of

rehydration therapy, for the

the medication** for

treatment of electrolyte and

rehydration”.

fluid depletion associated
2: E.g. “mix for rehydration”. with diarrhoea.

2: E.g. “electrolyte powder”/
“for rehydration”.
1: E.g. “glucose water”.

1: E.g. “I don’t know” /
“diarrhoea”.
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used for?

Question 2: What should the medicine be

Questions

Model answer:

Scoring* on Likert scale:

Model answer: control

Scoring* on Likert scale:

experimental group

experimental group

group

control group

For prevention of

3: E.g. “For prevention of

For rehydration / powder for

3: “Oral rehydration

dehydration during

dehydration during

oral rehydration therapy/for

therapy” / “for rehydration”

diarrhoea.

diarrhoea” / “for diarrhoea” /

the treatment of electrolyte

/ “for diarrhoea”.

“for dehydration”.

and fluid depletion associated
with diarrhoea.
2. E.g. “for the stomach”.

2: E.g. “for prevention of
diarhhoea”.

1: E.g. “to keep the blood

1: E.g. “if the child cannot

and body clean”.

take in food”.
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Question 3: How should this medicine be prepared for use?

Questions

Model answer:

Scoring* on Likert scale:

Model answer: control

Scoring* on Likert scale:

experimental group

experimental group

group

control group

Boil 2 liters of water

3: All four elements of the

Dissolve one sachet in a liter

3: All four elements of the

and cool, pour water in

model answer is mentioned,

of previously boiled and

model answer is mentioned,

a clean 1-liter bottle

“boil the water, cool the

cooled water.

e.g. “boil the water, cool the

and add dry ingredients

water, use 1 liter of water

water, use 1 liter of water

to clean water.

and add dry

and dissolve one sachet in

ingredients/content of sachet

water”.

to the water”.

2: At least three of the

2: At least three of the

elements of the model

elements of the model

answer is mentioned, e.g.

answer is mentioned, e.g.

“boil 2 liters of water and

“use a liter of boiled and

cool, pour water in a clean

cooled water”.

bottle and add this powder to
clean water”.
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should be taken?

Question 4: How much of the medicine

Questions

Model answer:

Scoring* on Likert scale:

Model answer: control

Scoring* on Likert scale:

experimental group

experimental group

group

control group

1: One or two elements of the

1: One or two elements of

model answer is mentioned

the model answer is

e.g. “boil water and add

mentioned e.g. “boil a liter

mixture”, or “throw in a

of water” or “use one

bottle”.

scoop”.

Drink half a cup after

3: E.g. “half a cup after each

Administer the solution in

3: E.g. “frequent small

every watery stool.

loose stool” / ”half a cup”

frequent small volumes.

volumes”/”small volumes”.

2: E.g. “half a cup daily”

2: E.g. “the contents of the
sachet”.

1: E.g. “two cups”.

1: E.g. “a glass two times an
hour”.
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There are two possible

3: Both parts of the model

There are two possible

3: Both parts of the model

answers to the first part

answer is mentioned e.g.

answers to the first part of the

answer is mentioned e.g.

of the question

“take after every loose stool

question “when/how often

“take frequently and discard

“when/how often

and discard unused solution

should the medicine be

unused solution after 24

should the medicine be

after 24 hours” or “take after

taken?”:

hours” or “take after

taken?”:

diarrhoea and stop when the

diarrhoea until diarrhoea has
- Administer the solution in

stool is not watery”.
- Drink after every

frequent small volumes.

watery stool.

Or

Or

- Take when you have

- Take when you have

diarrhoea (derived from

diarrhoea (derived

the indication for use, “for

from “for prevention

the treatment of

of dehydration

electrolyte and fluid

during diarrhoea”).

depletion associated with
diarrhoea”).

There are two possible
answers to the second
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stopped”.

Questions

Model answer:

Scoring* on Likert scale:

Model answer: control

Scoring* on Likert scale:

experimental group

experimental group

group

control group

part of the question for
how long should the
medicine be taken?”:
If interpreted as “how
long to take the
medicine for intended

There are two possible
2: One part of the model

answers to the second part of

answer is mentioned e.g.

the question “for how long

“when the packet is open,

should the medicine be

you should use it all and not

taken?”:

2: One part of the model
answer is mentioned e.g.
“discard unused solution
after 24 hours” or take “until

keep it for longer than 24

the diarrhoea has cleared

hours” or “use it until the

up”.

diarrhoea stops”
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Question 5: When / how often and for how long should the medicine be taken?

use”, the answer would
be:

If interpreted as “how long to

1: E.g. “use for one week”.

take medicine for intended
use”, the answer would be:

- Take until diarrhoea
has cleared up

- Take until the diarrhoea

(derived from the

has cleared up (derived

indication for use

from the indication for

“for prevention of

use, “for the treatment of

dehydration during

electrolyte and fluid

diarrhoea”).

depletion associated with
diarrhoea”).

If interpreted as “how
long to take the

If interpreted as “how long to

medicine before it

take the medicine before it

should be discarded?”:

should be discarded?”:

- Take for no longer

- Take for no longer than 24

than 24 hours

hours (derived from the

(derived from

instruction “discard

instruction “do not
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1: E.g. “take a spoon 3 times
a day until you finish it”.

Questions

Model answer:

Scoring* on Likert scale:

Model answer: control

Scoring* on Likert scale:

experimental group

experimental group

group

control group

keep mixture for

unused solution after 24

more than 24

hours”).

be thrown away?

Question 6: When should this medicine

hours”).
Do not keep mixture

3: E.g. “24 hours” or “1

Discard unused solution after

3: E.g. “24 hours” or “1

for more than 24 hours.

day”.

24 hours.

day”.

2: E.g. “when the diarrhoea

2: E.g. “a day or two”.

has cleared up”.

1: E.g. “2 – 3 weeks”.

1: E.g. “7 days”.

*A score of 3 was allocated for the model answer, a score of 2 was allocated for part of the model answer and a score of 1 was allocated if the participant did
not know the answer or the answer was not in line with the intended message.
**For protection of the third party, the name of the product is not mentioned.
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Appendix G Table G.1: Summary of statistical analyses for font size (control group)
Question

Possible answer

Font size* and

to questions

position

Font type

White space

Median and Font size legibility

Y/N

Range

score and statistical
significance
(P-value**)

Question 1:

1. Trade name

1. 55 pt (FP)

1. Bold

1. Y

3 (1 to 3)

Between Q 1 and Q 2

What is the

and / or 35 pt

Not significant

name*** of the

(BP)

(P = 0,414)

medication?

Between Q 1 and Q 3

(Name of the

Significant

product).

(P = 0,015)

Question 2:
What should
the medicine be

1. For

3 (1 to 3)

Between Q 1 and Q 4

1. 18 pt (FP)

1. Bold

1. Y

rehydration

2. 7 pt (BP)

2. Bold

2. N

Significant

2. Powder for

3. 7 pt (BP)

3. Not bold

3. N

(P = 0,000)

used for?

oral

Between Q 1 and Q 5

(Indication for

rehydration

Significant

use).

therapy

(P = 0,000)
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3. For the

Question 3:

Between Q 1 and Q 6

treatment of

Significant

electrolyte

(P = 0,000)

and fluid

Between Q 2 and Q 3

depletion

Not significant

associated

(P = 0,120)

with

Between Q 2 and Q 4

diarrhoea

Significant

1. Dissolve one

1. 7 pt (BP)

1. Not bold

1. N

3 (1 to 3)

(P = 0,000)

How should this

sachet in

Between Q 2 and Q 5

medication be

previously

Significant

prepared for

boiled and

(P = 0,000)

use?

cooled water

Between Q 2 and Q 6

(Preparation of

Significant

medication for

(P = 0,002)

use).

Between Q 3 and Q 4
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Question 4:

1. Frequent

1. 7 pt (BP)

1. Not bold

1. N

1 (1 to 3)

Significant

How much of

small

(P = 0,000)

the medicine

volumes

Between Q 3 and Q 5

should be

Significant

taken?

(P = 0,000)

(Medication

Between Q 3 and Q 6

dosage).

Significant

Question 5:

 When / how

1. 7 pt (BP)

1. Not bold

1. N

When / how

often should

2. 7 pt (BP)

2. Not bold

2. N

Between Q 4 and Q 5

often and for

the medicine

3. 7 pt (BP)

3. Not bold

3. N

Not significant

how long

be taken?

4. 7 pt (BP)

4. Bold

4. N

(P = 0,060)

should the

1. Administer

2 (1 to 3)

(P = 0,049)

Between Q 4 and Q 6

medicine be

the solution

Significant

taken?

in frequent

(P = 0,000)

(Frequency and

small

Between Q 5 and Q 6

duration of

volumes

Significant

2. Take when

(P = 0,001)

use).

you have
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diarrhoea
(derived from
"for the
treatment of
electrolyte
and fluid
depletion
associated
with
diarrhoea")
 How long
should the
medicine be
taken?
3. Take until the
diarrhoea has
cleared up
(derived from
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"for the
treatment of
electrolyte
and fluid
depletion
associated
with
diarrhoea”)
4. Take for no
longer than
24 hours
(derived from
"discard
unused
solution after
24 hours")
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Question 6:

1. Discard

When should

unused

this medicine be

solution after

thrown away?

24 hours.

1. 7 pt (BP)

1. Bold

2. N

(Expiry of
medication).
* The font sizes are estimates in font type Arial
** P-values calculated from the Mann-Whitney test

*** For protection of the third party, the name of the product is not mentioned
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3 (1 to 3)

